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INTRODUCTION

As part of the Long Term Seismic Program (LTSP) for the Diablo Canyon

Power Plant, a seismic probabi listic risk assessment (SPRA) is being

conducted by the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PGEE). In this
evaluation, event trees, and fault trees are utilized to assess the
expected frequencies of plant damage states and core melt from both

internal and external events including earthquakes. This report
discusses the methodology for determining the seismic capacities of
selected civil structures and equipment items included in the PRA risk
models. The seismic capacities of the Diablo Canyon structures and

equipment are being developed in several phases consistent with the Long

Term Seismic Program (LTSP). Phase I consisted primarily of planning.
In Phase II, preliminary seismic fragilities were developed in order to
develop a preliminary ranking of the items which are expected to be the
dominant contributors to the overall plant seismic risk. In Phase III
A, the seismic capacities of several of the dominant contributors were

refined, and several studies were completed to benchmark various aspects

of the methods used to develop the seismic fragilities. In Phase III 8,
the capacities of several additional components will be refined and

final fragilities for all the essential structures and equipment will be

developed which will incorporate the results of several on-going LTSP

programs such as geotechnical investigations and soil-structure
interaction analysis.

The frequency of sei smical ly-induced fai lure as a functi on of peak

ground spectral acceleration for both safety-related civil structures
and equipment is being developed for Diablo Canyon. Also included is
the expected variability in the frequency of failure. The evaluation of
the seismic hazard is being conducted as part of another element of the
LTSP. The information for the frequency of failure for the safety-

1-1
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related systems and components will then be incorporated into the risk
models by PG E E to assess the frequency of seismic-induced radioactive
release from the site.

In order to correctly interpret the fragilities discussed in this
report, it is necessary to define the spectral ground acceleration to
which these fragi lities are anchored. It is recognized that the damage

potential of an earthquake depends on many factors, among which are

magnitude, peak acceleration, and duration. An ensemble of natural and

numerically generated earthquake records which are considered

representative of those which could be expected at the Diablo Canyon

site has been assembled (see Appendix 8). All actual ground response

spectra have peaks and valleys which cannot be exactly predicted for the
Diablo Canyon site at this time. However, a smoothed ground response

spectrum was chosen as the basis of the fragilities discussed herein.
The mean spectral amplification factors for 5X critical damping are

listed below:

Frequency (Hz) Spectral Amplification Factor

>33

15

8.5
3

2

1

1.0

1.65

2.35

2.35

1.7

0.95

All fragilities described here are keyed to 5X damped ~s ectral
accelerations in the 3 to 8.5 Hz range. This is true for both the civil
structures and equipment items, irrespective of the expected damping or

frequency of the structure or component.

1-2
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1611-A

Past experience in the development of probabilistic risk assessments for
nuclear plants has indicated that the earthquake accelerations which
dominate the risk are expected to exhibit peak ground accelerations of
0.4g or greater, even for east coast plants. For a plant such as Diablo
Canyon which was designed for even higher accelerations and which has

subsequently been evaluated for a Hosgri event in the 0.75g effective
PGA range, it is expected that the majority of seismic risk could be

expected from earthquakes in the magnitude 7 range or greater. At lower
magnitudes, the seismic excitation is not strong enough that significant
probabilities of failure exist, and there is a low probability of higher
magnitude earthquakes affecting the site. Magnitude effects including
duration and effective ductility for the various seismic modes of
failure were evaluated assuming that the majority of risk results from
earthquakes in the Mb 7.0 or somewhat higher range. Using this
approach, the fragility descriptions are anchored to the 5X damped

spectral accelerations in the 3 to 8.5 Hz range. At higher magnitudes
with corresponding higher peak ground accelerations, lower spectral
amplification in the amplified frequency range is expected. However,
for the fragilities described in this report, a constant amplification
of 2.35 for the 5X damped response in the 3 to 8.5 Hz range is used.
This is expected to introduce some slight conservatism for some

structures and equipment items depending on the frequency range of
primary response of the structure and the expected capacity of the
structure. However, this conservatism primarily affects the higher
capacity structures and equipment which are not the dominant
contributors to the plant seismic risk.

Diablo Canyon was designed in the 1960's in accordance with criteria and
codes in effect at that time. The Diablo Canyon systems and components
which are essential to the prevention or mitigation of consequences of

1-3
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accidents which could affect the public health and safety were designed
to enable the facility to withstand the effects of natural forces
including earthquakes. The design criteria included the effects of
simultaneous earthquake and loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA)

conditions. The plant was originally designed to withstand both a

Design Earthquake (DE) corresponding to an Operating Basis Earthquake

(OBE) and a Double Design Earthquake (DDE) corresponding to a Safe
Shutdown Earthquake (SSE). The original design earthquakes were 0.2g
peak ground accelerations for the DE and 0.4g for the DDE.

Subsequent to the design and construction of the plant, additional
analyses and evaluations were conducted for a postulated seismic event
on the Hosgri fault. The effective peak ground acceleration for this
event was established at 0.75g. However, Newmark tau filtering effects
were included which resulted in decreased accelerations of various
amounts at the base slabs of the individual structures. Various
structural modifications have been implemented to account for the
increased seismic loads resulting from the Hosgri event. Also,
acceptance criteria for civil structures for the Hosgri event were based

on average plant specific material properties rather than code design
allowables and limited inelastic response was permitted.

The civi 1 structure covered in this report include:

Containment Building
Containment Building Internal Structure
Intake Structure
Turbine Building
Turbine Building Block Wall

Refueling Water Storage Tank

Condensate Storage Tank

1-4
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Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Tank (Buried)
Auxiliary Saltwater Piping (Buried)

The fragility evaluation of the auxiliary building is not included in
this report.

The equipment items evaluated for the seismic PRA are, developed from

systems consideration and contain both Seismic Category I and Non-

Seismic Category I components. Non-Seismic Category I components have

been included in this study where it can be shown that they could help

mitigate a postulated accident sequence, or alternatively, if their
failure could initiate an accident sequence.

All Diablo Canyon - structures are supported on competent bedrock

foundation media with a shear wave velocity of about 3500 fps. Most of
the design analysis for the plant were conducted using fixed base

analytical models as was the more recent Hosgri evaluation. Soil-
structure interaction analyses accounting for embedment and other
effects are currently underway. Preliminary results indicate that the
fixed base models are conservative over at least some ranges of
frequency. While it is expected that these results will be incorporated
in the final seismic PRA results, all results reported herein are based

on fixed-base models with a conservative estimation of the statistical
incoherence from the ground motion.

Over the course of the design and subsequent reanalyses for Diablo Canyon

both response spectrum and time history analyses have been conducted. In

general, both time history and the response spectrum analysis results
were used for evaluation of the civil structure loads, while the time

history results were used to generate in-structure response spectra for
the design and evaluation of piping and equipment. Different ground

1-5
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response spectra, different structure damping, and different structure
models have also been used at different times and numerous details such

as the degree of accidental torsion, use of Newmark tau filtering, and

changes in acceptance criteria have been incorporated. A detailed
chronology of these variations is not repeated here but can be found

elsewhere (Ref. 1,2).

For the most part, results of existing analyses and evaluations of
structures and equipment for the Diablo Canyon plant were utilized in
this study. The results of the existing analyses were supplemented by

specialized analyses for this study where it was necessary to
investigate important effects which could result at higher accelerations
than those previously considered in either design or the Hosgri

evaluation. As part of this evaluation, some limited ultimate load

analyses based on the existing analyses load distributions were

conducted to assess the expected seismic capacities of the important
structures. Also, some additional analysis was conducted using a

simplified structural model representative of the auxiliary building and

simplified equipment models. This additional analysis was conducted in
order to verify that the separation of variables approach used to
evaluate the overall factor of safety is appropriate and to attempt to
identify cut-offs of the tails of the fragility curves.

Simplified models of several components qualified by test were developed

in order to obtain a better estimate of the seismic loads in these

components. Also, a simple nonlinear model of the turbine building was

developed and used to establish the nonlinear load distribution in the
structure and assess the effect of impact of the turbine pedestal with
the operating floor at high accelerations. However, for the majority of
structures and components, the approach adopted in this study was to
assess the median factor of safety and its statistical variability which
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exists based on existing analysis. For the most part, the existing
analyses used were the Hosgri evaluations of the structures and

equipment components since this work tended to be the most recent and at

acceleration levels which generally produced higher response than the

DDE analyses.

An evaluation of the individual important structures and most of the

equipment was conducted for specific items and failure modes. However,

some piping and equipment components were evaluated on the basis of
generic categories using the experience data base or a limited number of
plant specific samples. Although inelastic energy dissipation is
included in evaluating the factors of safety, the only nonlinear

analysis conducted for either the structures or equipment was the

turbine building analysis discussed in Appendix C. All other

evaluations were based on elastic analysis and load distributions.
Emphasis was devoted to equipment and structures with median seismic

capacities below spectral acceleration of 7g for the structures or 10g

for equipment. Once the median capacity of an item could be shown to be

above 7 or 10g, further effort to develop more accurate capacities as

well as detailed evaluations of the variability were normally

discontinued.

The final fragi lities can be used together with the estimated annual

frequency of occurrence of various ground spectral acceleration levels
to assess the frequency of seismic-induced failure for each safety-
related structure or component in the plant. In the total study, these

conditional component failure frequencies are used with systems models

to assess the expected frequencies of plant damage states and core melt

from both internal and external events including earthquakes.

1"7
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2. GENERAL CRITERIA FOR DEVELOPMENT OF MEDIAN SEISMIC SAFETY
FACTORS

The factor of safety of a structure or component is defined herein as

the resistance capacity divided by the response associated with an

existing earthquake; in most cases the Hosgri event. The development of
seismic safety factors associated with the Hosgri event is based on

consideration of several variables. The variability of dynamic response

to the specified acceleration and the strength capacity of the structure
or equipment component are the two basic considerations in evaluating
the variability in the factor of safety. Several variables are involved
in assessing both the structural response and the structural capacity,
and each such variable, in turn, has a median factor of safety and

variability associated with it. The overall factor of safety is the

product of the factors of safety for each variable. The median of the
overall factor of safety is the product of the median safety factors of
all the variables. The variabilities of the individual factors also
combine to assess the variability of the overall safety factor.

Variables influencing the factor of safety on structural capacity to
withstand seismic-induced vibration include the strength of the
equipment or structure compared to the Hosgri stress level and the
inelastic energy absorption capacity (ductility) of the structure or

component defined as its ability to carry load beyond yield. The

variability in computed structural response for a given free-field
spectral ground acceleration is made up of many factors. The more

significant factors include variability in (1) ground motion and the

associated ground response spectra for a given free-field median

spectral ground acceleration, (2) energy dissipation (damping), (3)
structural modeling, (4) method of analysis, (5) combination of modes,

(6) combination of earthquake components, and (7) soil-structure

2-1
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interaction. No structures at Diablo Canyon were identified which are
considered to be susceptible to sliding. Equipment located inside a

building acts as a secondary system and requires the incorporation of
the previously mentioned structural response factors together with a

similar set of equipment response factors which are specific to the
equipment itself (see Chapter 5). The ratio between the median and

Hosgri values of each parameter affecting seismic capacity and response
and their variabilities must then be quantitatively estimated for the
various important Diablo Canyon structures and components. These
estimates are based on available test data, limited analysis, and

engineering judgment and experience in the analysis of nuclear power
plants and components.

2.1 Definitio'n of Failure

In order to estimate the median factor of safety for the structure or
component failure for the Hosgri event, it is necessary to define what
constitutes failure.

'2.1.1 Seismic Cate or I Structures

For purposes of this study, Category I structures are considered to fail
functionally when inelastic deformations of the structure under seismic
load are estimated to be sufficient to potentially interfere with the
operability of safety-related equipment attached to the structure. The
limits on inelastic energy absorption capability (ductility limits)
chosen for Category I structures are estimated to correspond to the
onset of significant structural damage. For many potential modes of
failure, this is believed to represent a conservative bound on the level
of inelastic structural deformation which might interfere with the
operability of components housed within the structure. It is important

2-2
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to note that considerably greater margins of safety against structural
collapse are believed to exist for these structures than many cases
reported within this study. Thus, the conditional probabilities of
failure for a given free-field ground spectral acceleration for Category
I structures are considered appropriate for equipment operability limits
and should not necessarily be inferred as corresponding to structure
collapse.

2.1.2 Seismic Cate or I E ui ment and Pi in

Piping, electrical, mechanical, and eletro-mechanical equipment vital to
safe shutdown of the plant or mitigation of an accident are considered
to fail when they will no longer perform their designated functions.
Therefore, for mechanical equipment, the fragility definition may

represent failure to function, loss of anchorage, or rupture of the
pressure boundary. Depending upon the type of equipment being
considered, one of these definitions will generally govern. For active

I
equipment, either functional failure or loss of anchorage usually
defines the fragility since equipment pressure boundaries are generally
conservatively designed for active equipment such as pumps and valves.
For piping, failure of the support system or plastic collapse of the
pressure boundary are considered to represent failure. The inelastic
energy absorption capability (ductility limits) associated with these
failure modes have been conservatively estimated in defining the margins
of safety.

2.1.3 Non-Cate or I Structures

In the Diablo Canyon power plant, the non-Category I structures are
separated from Category I structures by seismic gaps or "rattle
spaces". The only non-seismic Category I structures of interest are the

2-3
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turbine buildings and the intake structure. The turbine buildings and

the intake structure were originally designed as a Non-Category I
(Design Class II) structure although the standby diesel generator sets
and the CCW heat exchangers are housed in the turbine buildings and the
auxiliary salt water pumps are located in the intake structure.
Extensive analyses have been conducted for these structures for the
Hosgri event, and structural modifications including strengthened
connections and new braces in some locations in the turbine buildings
were incorporated. Thus, the level of seismic analysis information for
the turbine buildings and intake structure is not significantly
different from the seismic Category I structures for Diablo Canyon. In
addition, as part of this study (Appendix C) nonlinear time history
analyses were conducted on a simple two dimensional model of the turbine
building. Therefore, for this study, the treatment of the fragi lities
for the non-seismic Category I structures is essentially the same as the
treatment of the Category I structures.

2.1.4 Non-Seismic Cate or I E ui ment and Pi in

Failure of Non-Seismic Category I piping, electrical, mechanical and

electro-mechanical equipment is defined the same as for Category I
equipment; i.e., failure to perform its intended function or failure of
the pressure boundary. There were no obvious non-Seismic Category I
equipment items identified during the plant visit whose failure could
cause damage to the safety-related equipment investigated in the
fragility studies.

2.2 Basis for Safet Factors Derived in Stud

There was a general lack of detailed information available for this
study on the ul t imate se i smi c capacities of speci fic Di ab1o Canyon

2-4
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structures and equipment. This condition exists for all plants and

occurs because existing codes and standards do not require assessment of
ultimate seismic capacities, either for structures or equipment
qualified by analysis, or for equipment or components qualified by
testing. Therefore, most median safety factors, estimates of
variability, and conditional frequencies of failure estimated in this
study are based on existing analyses and qualified engineering judgment
and assumptions. Limited additional analyses were conducted to evaluate
the expected fai lure capaci ties of selected ci vi 1 structures and

equipment items. Included was some nonlinear time-history analysis of
the turbine building. All other analyses were limited to linear elastic
models, and for the most part, were based on the available design or
Hosgri analysis models.

2.2.1 Structural Res onse and Ca acities

The results from dynamic analyses which were used in the design and

Hosgri evaluation of the important structures were extensively used in
this study. These were supplemented as required to provide estimates of
load redistributions resulting from localized distress and the nonlinear
load distribution in the turbine building. Levels of conservatism
associated with the method of analysis used in design and Hosgri event
were estimated such that safety factors reflecting this analysis could
be estimated for the building structures and for the seismic excitation
of equipment mounted within the building.

Octa i 1 ed structur al design calculations were not reviewed, but the
acceptance criteria used in design as defined in the FSAR (Reference 1)
and Hosgri evaluation (Reference 2) were reviewed. Some ultimate load
capacity analyses were conducted which served as a basis for estimating
the median factor of safety on structural resistance to the Hosgri
event.

2-5
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2.2.2 Seismic Cate or I Pi in and E ui ment Res onse and Ca acit

For most of the safety equipment, information on analysis methods was

available in the design analyses and in summary form in the FSAR.

Seismic response information for the selected sample of safety-related
equipment evaluated in this study was obtained from available vendor
seismic qualification reports or design calculations for specific
components. In some cases, only the seismic analysis requirements and

stress acceptance criteria were considered. Safety factors for response
and structural or functional capacity were primarily estimated from
existing information.

In-structure response spectra for all Category I structures were
generated during the design process. From these typical floor response
spectra and knowledge or estimates of equipment fundamental frequencies,
an estimate was made of the median peak equipment response. The median

peak equipment response estimate was then compared to the dynamic
response or equivalent static coefficient used in design to establish a

median safety factor on response.

Capacity factors are derived from several sources of information;
plant-specific design reports, test reports, generic earthquake
experience data and generic analytical derivations of capacity based on

governing codes and standards. Two failure modes were considered in
developing capacity factors for piping and equipment: structural and

functional. Equipment and piping design reports delineate stress levels
for the specified seismic loading plus normal operating conditions.
Where the equipment fails in a structural mode (i.e., pressure boundary
rupture or loss of support), the median capacity factor and its
variability were derived in the same manner as for structures
considering strength and energy absorption capability (ductility). In
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cases where equipment function controls, the capacity factor is assessed

by comparing the equipment functional failure (or fragility) level to
the design level of seismic loading. Functional or structural fragility
levels are not normally determinable from equipment qualification
reports, but the achieved test levels can be utilized to update generic
fragilities derived from experience data.

2.3 Formulation Used for Fra ilit Curves

Seismic-induced fragility data are generally unavailable for most of the
specific plant components and are certainly unavailable for the specific
Diablo Canyon structures. Thus, fragility curves must be developed

primarily from analysis combined heavily with engineering judgment

supported by limited test data. Fragility curves developed in this
manner contain a relatively large uncertainty, and it is imperative that
-this uncertainty be recognized in all subsequent analyses. Because of
the inherent uncertainties, great precision in defining the shape of
these curves is unwarranted. Thus, the procedure used in this study
requires a minimum amount of information, incorporates uncertainty into
the fragility curves, and easily enables the use of engineering
judgment.

The entire fragility curve for any mode of failure and its uncertainty
can be expressed in terms of the best estimate of the median ground

V

spectral acceleration capaci ty, A, times the product of random

variables. Thus, the ground acceleration, ASA, corresponding to failure
is given by:

v

SA SA R U
(2-1)
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where cR and cU are random variables with unit median representing the
inherent randomness (fai lure fraction) about the median and the
uncertainty (probability) in the median value, respectively. The median

ground spectral acceleration is keyed to the 5X damped, amplified
spectral acceleration in the 3 to 8 1/2 Hz range with the amplification
factors as defined in Section 1. Equation 2-1 enables the fragility
curve and its uncertainty to be represented as shown in Figure 2-1;
i.e., as a set of shifted curves with attached uncertainty levels.
Thus, it is assumed that all uncertainty in the fragility curves can be

expressed through uncertainty in the median alone.

Next, it is assumed that both cR and cU are lognormally distributed with
logarithmic standard deviations of BR and BU respectively. The

advantages of this formulation are:

1. The entire fragility curve an) its uncertainty can be

expressed by three parameters - A „, c , and c . With the
limited available data on fragility, it is much easier to
only estimate three parameters rather than the entire shape

of the fragility curve and its uncertainty.

2. The formulation in Equation 2-1 and the lognormal

distribution are very tractable mathematically.

In this study, the guidelines used to estimate the values
of sR and BU for each variable affecting ASA were based on considering
the inherent randomness, sR to be associated primarily with the
earthquake characteristics themselves, and eU to be associated with
other lack of knowledge. Thus, such variability as resulting from

earthquake response spectra shapes and amplification, earthquake

duration, numbers and phasing of peak excitation cycles, etc., together
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with their contributi ons to structure ducti lity and response
characteristics was attributed to randomness. In general, it is not
considered possible to significantly reduce randomness by additional
analysis or test based on current state-of-the-art techniques.
Uncertainty, on the other hand, is considered to result primarily from
analytical modeling assumptions and other lack of knowledge concerning
variables such as material strength, damping, etc., which could in many

cases be reduced by additional study or test.

The lognormal distribution can be justified as a reasonable distribution
since the statistical variation of many material properties (References
3 and 4) and seismic response (Reference 5) variables may reasonably be

represented by this distribution. In addition, the central limit
theorem states that a distribution consisting of products and quotients
of distributions of several variables tends to be lognormal even if the
individual distributions are not lognormal. Some characteristics of the
lognormal distribution as applied to seismic capacities are discussed in
Appendix A of this report.

It should be noted that the use of the lognormal distribution for
estimating failure fractions on the order of five percent or greater is
considered to be quite reasonable. However, lower fraction estimates
which are associated with the extreme tails of the distributions must be

considered less accurate. Use of the lognormal distribution in these
regions is conservative since the low frequency tails of the lognormal
distribution generally extend farther from the median than actual
structural resistance or response data might indicate. The degree of
conservatism introduced into the probability of release is'dependent not
only on the conservatism in the fragility description, but also on the
seismic hazard description at low seismic levels. If the seismic hazard

for low seismic input levels is large enough, it is apparent that very
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low level earthquakes can govern the seismic-induced release. This is
considered unrealistic for engineered structures and equipment found in
nuclear power plants since such structures and equipment are subjected

to various low level dynamic loads on a repetitive basis from a number

of sources (i.e., wind and low level earthquakes) which have never been

known to produce nuclear power plant failures.

2.4 Correlation Between Failure Modes

Many of the potential failure modes of safety related equipment are not

considered to be completely independent. For instance, the collapse of

a structure is also expected to result in failure of the equipment and

piping located in that structure. Similarly, failure of a relatively
heavy component may often be expected to fail lighter equipment in the

immediate vicinity. Some degree of correlation exists for all items and

for al 1 modes of fai lure since they are all exci ted by the same

earthquake. An example of very high dependency of failure is the case

where two identical items are located very close to each other in the

same structure. Where two components which are identical are located in
different structures or different locations in the same structure, some

degree of correlation is expected but less than 100K.

For different modes of failure in a given structure, or in similar
structures, some degree of correlation between modes is also expected.

For instance, if the capacity of a lateral force resisting system (i.e.,
the shear walls) is actually higher or lower than the value determined

in the fragility analysis, the acceleration capacities of all failure
modes governed by shear walls is expected to be proportionately higher

or lower. The actual capacity of the force resisting system may be

different from that developed in the fragility evaluation due to

differences in strength or modeling assumptions. The effects of these

assumptions are of course included in the variabilities associated with
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each mode of failure for a given structure or component. However,

different degrees of correlation may exist from mode-to-mode. For

instance, for a given structure with given concrete and reinforcing
steel strengths, the variability on strength from mode-to-mode may be

strongly correlated, while different modeling assumptions may result in
little correlation for different failure modes.

As part of the Phase IIIA investigation a limited study to investigate
the expected correlation between failure modes of different equipment

items located in one structure was conducted. This study was based on

the same structure model, equipment frequencies, and time history
ensemble as was used in the cut-off study. Correlation between failure
modes ranged from slightly above 90K to essentially no correlation
depending on equipment frequency and location in the structure. The

details of this study are contained in Appendix D of this report. For

failure modes with little contribution to risk, consideration of
correlations between modes is probably unimportant. However,

considerations should be given to possible correlation between

controlling seismically-induced failure modes.

2.5 Redundanc and Recover Consideration

The benefit of multiple or redundant components and the time for failure
recovery must be considered differently for a seismic PRA than for an

internal events PRA. For example, both Diablo Canyon Units are equipped

with three (3) Component Cooling Water (CCW) Pumps. Should the motor

for one CCW Pump randomly fail for some unexpected reason while in
operation, the remaining pumps can safely maintain the necessary

component cooling water flow and thus, the consequences of the loss of
one CCW Pump is small. However, in a seismic event, the fragility of
the CCW Pump (i.e., due to anchorage failure) indicates the probable
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simultaneous loss of all three pumps and therefore, the consequences are

much more significant. In such a case, the redundant pumps are of
little benef it.

Simi larly, for an internal events PRA, the mission time for the
Emergency Diesel Generators is typically set to be some relatively short
period of time (i.e., 3 hours), based upon the judgement that recovery
of a random failure of off-site power could take place within that time
frame. In contrast, the mission time for the Emergency Diesel
Generators may be much longer for a seismic PRA since the damage to the
transmission lines, switchyard components, or ceramic insulators from a

seismic event is expected to be sufficiently extensive that off-site
power should be considered unrecoverable within a meaningful period of
time.
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3. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CRITERIA USED FOR PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS OF
DIABLO CANYON AND PARAMETERS USED IN THE EVALUATION OF THE
SEISMIC FRAGILITY

The seismic design of the Diablo Canyon structures and equipment was

based for the most part on accepted methodology and criteria in
conformance with USNRC licensing requirements at the time of the plant
design. These criteria and methods together with the design codes (c.f.
References 6 and 7) in use at the time of the design formed a

conservative design basis and ensured that substantial factors of safety
were introduced at various stages in the design procedure. In a number

of instances, less stringent acceptance criteria were adopted for the
subsequent Hosgri evaluation. Nevertheless, modifications were
implemented in many areas which further enhanced the seismic safety of
the plant, although the factor of safety based on the Hosgri event is
normally lower than the corresponding factor of safety would be if based

on the DDE.

The exact magnitude of many of these safety factors is still a matter of
considerable discussion. Nevertheless, in order to establish a

realistic value of the actual seismi c capacity of a structure or
equipment component, the amount of conservatism along with its
variability must be established as accurately as possible. In this
chapter, the design bases for the most important parameters affecting
seismic capacity are identified, and the general methods used in
obtaining more realistic values associated with very high seismic
response levels are discussed. The methods of assessing these
parameters is described in Chapters 4 and 5 for structures and

equipment, respectively.
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The general approach used in the evaluation of the Oiablo Canyon seismic

capacities is to develop the overall factor of safety associated with
each important potential failure mode. Based on the governing Hosgri

evaluation parameters, a median seismic capacity is then obtained in
terms of a representative seismic input characteristic. The overall
factor of safety is typically composed of several important
contributions such as strength, allowance for inelastic energy

absorption (ductility), and differences in median response compared to
the Hosgri evaluation values resulting from such parameters as

earthquake characteristics, damping, and directional load components.

3.1 ~Stren th

The design strength of a structure or an equipment component is
typically determined from applicable codes and standards such as the ACI

building codes for concrete or the ASHE boiler and pressure vessel code

for mechanical equipment. Inherent in these design codes is a factor of
safety on material strength. Sometimes this factor is known reasonably
accurately, such as the design allowable being one-half the minimum

yield strength or some similar relationship. At other times, it is less
well defined or may be a function of the geometry or other physical
characteristics of the component such as for reinforced concrete shear

walls. For metal structures and components, the safety factor included
in the codes is usually fairly accurately known as are the relationships
between minimum and mean or median strengths.

For concrete structures, the factor of safety is normally less
accurately known. In this case, the strength of the element is a

function of the concrete strength, the amount and strength of the

reinforcing steel, and the configuration of the element including the
element geometry and reinforcing steel details. In establishing the
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strength and seismic capacity of concrete components, the results of
concrete compression tests and reinforcing steel strength and elongation
tests provide a valuable basis for establishing the element strength
capacity. However, the increase in concrete strength with age together
with the specific geometric details of the element must also be

considered. These effects are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4 for
structures and Chapter 5 for the piping and equipment.

3.2 ~Duct i lit

In order to establ i sh realistic seismic capacity levels for most

structures and components, an assessment of the inelastic energy
absorption must usually be considered. Exceptions to this are some

modes involving brittle fai lure, functional electrical fai lure or
elastic buckling. However, most failures due to seismic response
involve at least some degree of yielding. This is true of reinforced
concrete as well as the somewhat more ductile metal structures and

components.

Consideration of structure ductility typically results in the ability of
the structure to withstand greater seismic excitation than would be

predicted using linear elastic techniques. In the design analysis of
the Diablo Canyon structures, all design and Hosgri analyses were based

on linear elastic analyses. Although no nonlinear analyses of the
structures were conducted for either of these analyses, the Hosgri
acceptance criteria permitted seismic stresses above yield in a number

of instances. As part of the Phase IIIA fragilities investigation, a

series of time history analyses were conducted on a simplified, two

dimensional nonlinear model of the turbine building. This structure was

selected since it is expected to have lower seismic capacity than the
other civil structures and also since there was a greater uncertainty in
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the expected nonlinear load di stributi on compared to the elastic
loads. Thi s was the only structure or equi pment item for whi ch

nonlinear analyses were conducted. The results of this investigation
formed the basis of the turbine building fragility reported herein. A

description of the analysis model and results is provided in Appendix
C.

Although inelastic analyses would be desirabl e in order to more
accurately quantify the inelastic effects for the remaining structures,
the dissipation of inelastic energy may be adequately accounted for
without the time and expense of performing nonlinear analyses. This can
be accomplished by the use of the ductility-modified response spectrum
approach (References 8 and 9) together with a knowledge of the elastic
model results and the expected ductility ratios of the critical elements
of the structure or component. This approach is based on a series of
nonlinear time-history analyses using single-degree-of-freedom models
with various nonlinear resistance functions and levels of damping., For
different levels of ductility, the reduction in seismic response for the
nonlinear system compared to the equivalent elastic system response is
calculated. This reduction has been shown to be a function of the
frequency and damping of the system as well as the ductility. However,
a reasonably accurate assessment of the reduction in response of a

structure or component can be made provided the results of the elastic
analysis are available and a realistic evaluation of the system
ductility for multi-degree-of-freedom structures can be made.

For Phase IIIA for example, for reinforced shear wall structures, the
overall system ductility and the corresponding ductility factor of
safety was determined using both a story ductility and story drift
approach. Using the ductility approach
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~stor
system F (3-1)

where 1.2 < F < 2 for fixed base structures on a case by case basis
depending on the expected inelastic response throughout the structure,
and p is approximately 5 for well-detailed reinforced concrete
shear walls.

Using the story drift approach

E Wi1 y,l
csystem z Wi h i

1

(3-2)

where Wi is the story weight, a i is the total story drift at failure
(limited by approximately 0.005 times the story height) and a i is thee,i
elastic story drift at yield.

Once the systems ductility, p , was obtained from either the
ductility or story drift approach, an effective system ductility was

obtained which accounts for type of inelastic response (i.e. pinched
concrete shear wall, moment resisting steel frame, etc.), and the
duration of the earthquake:

"eff D "syst

where CO is approximately 0.7 for long duration earthquakes and

reinforced concrete shear wall structures. The factor of safety
resulting from consideration of inelastic energy dissipation was then
obtained using the Riddell-Newmark approach.

3.3 S stem Res onse

A number of parameters must be evaluated when considering the expected
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system response near failure compared to either the design or Hosgri
conditions. Among these are the expected compared to the design or
Hosgri earthquake characteristics, directional combinations, system

damping, load combinations, and system modeling approaches and

assumptions. Some of these parameters may be essentially median

centered and introduce little change in the expected seismic capacity
while other design criteria may be quite conservative. Several of the
more important parameters required in evaluating the system seismic
response are discussed below.

3.3.1 Earth uake Characteristics

The important Diablo Canyon civil structures are founded on competent
bedrock. The seismic Category I structures and most essential equipment
within the structures were designed for a DDE of 0.40g free-field ground

response spectra. For the Hosgri evaluation, both Blume and Newmark

type ground response spectra were used for the horizontal response

analyses with Newmark spectra used for the vertical analysis. These

spectra were developed from a number of earthquakes that occurred on

both soil and rock sites. They were developed for design purposes and

are smoothed envelopes of the actual earthquake spectra from which they
were developed. A smoothed ground response spectrum was also selected
as the mean spectrum for the Phase IIIA fragi lities evaluation. The

spectral amplification factors for the 5X damped spectrum are listed in
Section 1. Amplification factors for other damping ratios were

developed using the recommendations in Reference 5. The same shape

spectra were used for both vertical and horizontal directions. It was

assumed the median vertical acceleration was two thirds of the median

horizontal acceleration, but that there was approximately a 2 percent
probability that the vertical acceleration could be as much as 1.5 times
the horizontal. Figure 3-1 shows a comparison of the 7X damped Blume
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and Newmark spectra together with the corresponding 7X damped mean

spectrum used for the fragilities evaluation. Both the Blume and

Newmark spectra are seen to be conservative over much of the frequency
range.

It should be noted, however, that foundation filtering was used for the
Hosgri evaluation for horizontal response. The effects of the
foundation filtering are dependent on the plan dimensions of the
structures so that different reductions in base slab input were
developed for the various Diablo Canyon structures. For the turbine
building, different foundation filtering was used depending on whether
the Blume or the Newmark spectra were used. Table 3-1 shows a

comparison of the foundation filtering coefficients used for the Hosgri
evaluation. Foundation filtering was not used for fragility evaluation
for Phase IIIA except to account for the statistical incoherence from
the ground wave motion. This effect is described in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.2 S stem Dam in

Damping values used for the DDE design analysis, Hosgri evaluation, and
the Phase IIIA fragility evaluation are shown in Table 3-2. The DDE

design damping values are lower than those currently recommended for use
in design (Reference 10), while those used for the Hosgri evaluation are
generally in agreement with the SSE values in Reference 10.

At response levels of structures and equipment near failure levels, the
damping ratios based on stress levels used for both the design and

Hosgri evaluations are considered conservative when used in conjunction
with the ductility factors used in this evaluation. Very little actual
test data for damping ratios exist at failure levels, particularly for
structures. However, the damping values used for design, even at the
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higher stress levels, are generally lower compared with median centered

values recommended in References 8, ll and 12. These damping values for
structures and equipment at or near yield are shown in Tables 3-2 in
comparison with those used for the DDE design and Hosgri analysis. In
accordance with the recommendations in Reference 11, the lower levels of
the pairs of values shown in Table 3-2 for the fragility are considered

to be lower bounds while the upper levels are considered to be

essentially average values. The values of damping used for the
fragility evaluation were taken from Table 3-2 assuming the upper level
to be a median value. Review of piping damping values derived from

experiments support the use of 5X of critical (Reference 12).

Damping values used in the Diabl o Canyon fragi 1 i ty evaluati on are

considered appropriate for structures, equipment, and piping at seismic
stress levels at or just below the yield point. For the turbine
building E-M response, a somewhat lower (7X) median damping was assumed

in order to avoid a possibly unconservative combination with the
ductility effects since a higher median story drift was permitted for
the turbine building shear walls. Higher drift was allowed in the
turbine building since no essential equipment is anchored to the
controlling shear walls and therefore somewhat increased cracking in the
walls was permitted without concern for loss of equipment anchorage

compared to the other structures.

3.3.3 Soil Structure Interaction

The Diablo Canyon structures are founded on competent bedrock with a

shear wave velocity of about 3500 fps. The Hosgri evaluation seismic

analyses utilized fixed base models of the structures. Preliminary
results from the LTSP indicate that the seismic response from fixed base

models is likely to be conservative over some frequency ranges. These
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results were not available for the Phase IIIA fragilities, however.
Therefore the factor of safety used for soil structure interaction
effects was considered to result only from statistical incoherence from
the ground motion wave. For a structure with 150 foot plan dimension,
the following reduction factors were used (Ref. 13).

Frequency (Hz) Reduction

5

10

25

1.0

0.9
0.8

For structures wi th different pl an dimensions, a linear reduction
proportional to the plan dimension was used (i.e. 0.95 at 10 Hz for a

75'imension and 0.8 at 10 Hz for a 300'imension).

3.3.4 Load Combinations

The load combinations on which the design of the Diablo Canyon
containment and concrete internal structures were based are shown in
Table 3-3 (Reference 1). These load combination criteria define a large
number of load combinations that must be considered in design. In
addition, the standard ACI capacity reduction (y) factors were used for
the design of concrete structures. For the containment building
structure, these load combinations include a combination of a loss of
coolant accident (LOCA) and the DDE or Hosgri loads. Random LOCA events
have an extremely low frequency of occurrence as do seismic events such
that the frequency of both events occurring simultaneously is so small
that their inclusion is judged to not be important to the risk analysis
results. Therefore, for the Diablo Canyon fragility evaluation, LOCA

was not combined with earthquake loads.
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3.3.5 Modal Combination

The Diablo Canyon seismic design and Hosgri evaluation analyses were

conducted on the basis of loads determined by the square-root-of-the-
sum-of-the-squares (SRSS) method for both the NSSS and non-NSSS

structures and equipment. SRSS methods are considered to give
approximately median centered results. Although some frequency shifts
are expected as structures approach failure, these shifts in frequency

are normally not large unless very high ductility ratios exist. Also,
the relationship between loads developed from individual modes may be

expected to change once nonlinear response levels are reached. In the
absence of a nonlinear analysis, the changes in the modal ratios are

unknown. For the seismic evaluation of most of the Diablo Canyon

structures, it is assumed that the load response relationships between

modes do not change significantly once the structures reach the yield
point. For systems where most of the response results from one mode,

this assumption introduces negligible possibility for error. For

systems with a large number of modes with significant response levels,
some additional uncertainty is introduced. The resulting assumed

dispersion is discussed in Chapter 4 for structures.

For turbine building in the E-W response direction, the nonlinear
analysis accounted for the shift in frequency at ductilities approaching
failure. In addition, the variation in time phasing is included in the

structure variability as a result of the multiple time history analyses

conducted. One other difference in the turbine building fragilities
analysis is that the seismic loads used to evaluate the
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localized failure of the strut and subsequent increased seismic input to

the switchgear at El. 119'ere based on the double algebraic sum method

for closely spaced modes. This method results in increased loads

compared to the SRSS method but is considered more realistic for a

structure such as the turbine building where a great many modes

contribute to the response.

3.3.6 Combination of Res onses for Earth uake Directional Com onents

The design of the Diablo Canyon structures was based on loads developed

from the absolute sum of one horizontal and the vertical direction. For

the Hosgri evaluation, however, the seismic loads were developed from the

square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares (SRSS) of all three directions.

For the Hosgri evaluation, accidental torsion in various amounts was

added depending on the structure configuration. Another method of

combining directional components such as delineated in Newmark and Hall

(Reference 11) also yields realistic results. This approach recommends

adding 100% of one directional component to 40% of the remaining

components. This method has the advantage of being easy to use and

retains a consistent relationship between loads and stresses. Both the

SRSS and the 100%, 40%, 40% methods yield similar results and are

considered to be essentially median centered. Therefore, no increase in

the factor of safety to account for earthquake directional components was

included for the structures. Generic earthquake component response

factors were developed for components of different geometries by

comparing resulting acceleration vectors for the applicable design

criteria to median response vectors as defined by either the SRSS

methodology or the 100%, 40%, 40% methodology.
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3.3.? Structure Modelin Considerations

In the seismic analysis of Diablo Canyon structures, both finite element

and lumped-mass models were developed for the various buildings. Some

aspects of the analysis procedure yield variations which can be

quantifiably assessed and compared to the design results. For instance,
the increase in the actual concrete strength compared to the design
values may be used to evaluate the change in stiffness and, hence, the
change in frequencies of the concrete structures compared to the design
values. The modified frequencies may, in turn, be used to reevaluate
the modal responses. More than offsetting this rather small frequency
increase, however, is the fact that tests of stiff concrete structures
have indicated lower frequencies than are calculated using conventional
analysis procedures.

These expected reductions in structure stiffness were accounted for in
several areas for the Phase IIIA fragilities. For the investigations
into the correlation between fai lures of equipment items and cut-offs in
the tails of the fragilities, a simplified analytical model

representative of the auxiliary building was developed. The fundamental

frequency of the simplified model was selected to be approximately 8.1
Hz. This includes some frequency shift resulting from softening of the
building at higher shaking levels. Median and plus one standard

deviation in-structure response spectra were developed using the

simplified (8. 1 Hz) model, and these spectra were used to obtain the
seismic fragi lities of the dominant contributors to risk for components

which are located in the auxiliary building.

A similar approach was used for the N-S direction response of the
turbine building. In the E-W direction, in-structure response spectra
were developed using the nonlinear model described in Appendix C.
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However, at response accelerations below those at which failure of the

structure in the E-W direction is expected, a localized failure of a

strut at El. 119's expected to occur. Failure of this strut is not

expected to resul.t in failure of the equipment located at El. 119'.

However, failure of the strut is expected to lead to increased seismic

input to the equipment. Therefore, the fragilities of these items of
equipment for acceleration levels above the strut failure level were

based on in-structure response spectra which had been developed prior to
the addition of the strut. However, the peaks of these in-structure
response spectra were shifted to account for the expected frequency shift
resulting from softening of the building at higher shaking levels.
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Table 3-1. Foundation Filtering Used in the Hosgri Evaluation

Structure Tau

Containment and Internal Structure
Intake Structure
Auxiliary Building
Turbine Building

Storage Tanks

0.040

0.040

0.052

0.080 Blume

0.067 Newmark

0

Note: No foundation filtering was used for the vertical direction
for any structure
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Table 3-2. Comparison of Damping Values for Structures

Structure Item Dam in X of Critical
OOE

(Ref. 1,2)
Hosgri

(Ref. 1,2)
Frag i l ity

(Ref. 8,11,12)

Containment and

Internal Structure
Concrete

Steel
7-10

7-10

Intake Structure Concrete 7-10

Turbine Building Concrete

Bolted Steel

Welded Steel

7-10*

7-10

N.A.

*For the E-M response of the turbine building, a median damping of 7X of
critical with a lognormal standard deviation of 0.35 was used consistent
with the ductility (story drift) limit at failure.
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Table 3-3. Containment and Internal Structure Accident Design Load Combinations
(Ref. 1)

(1) Exterior Shell

1) U = 1.0D

2) U = 1 OD

3) U = 1 OD

4) U = 1.0D

where:

and Base Slab
+ 0.05D + 1.5PA + 1.0T"
+ 0.05D + 1.25PA + 1.0T' 1.25DE

+ 0.05D + 1.0PA + 1.0T + 1.0DDE

+ 0.05D + 1.0PA + 1.0T + 1.0HE

U = required load capacity of section

PA = load due to accident pressure
T = load due to maximum temperature associated with 1.0PA
T' load due to maximum temperature associated with 1.25PA
T" = load due to maximum temperature associated with 1.5PA

DDE = loads resulting from the double design earthquake
HE = loads resulting from the Hosgri event

(2) Internal Structure
For concrete structures, dead load, live load, earthquake load, compartment

pressurization, pipe reactions associated with a postulated pipe rupture, jet
forces, and missile loads are considered wherever occurring as follows:

U = D + L + DDE + CP + R + J + M

U = D + L + HE + CP + R + J + M

For annulus steel structures, the load combination are:

U = D + DDE + THA + FV + RVOT

U = D+HE

where:

CP = compartment pressurization associated with a pipe break

R = pipe reactions associated with a postulated pipe rupture
J = jet impingement load

M = missile impact load

THA = restrained thermal expansion loads of the supported piping.
FV = fast valve closure load

RVOT = relief valve opening thrust load
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Figure 3-1. Comparison of Blume and Newmark (Unfiltered) Spectra with Mean 7%

Damped Spectra used for the Fragility Evaluation
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4 ~ STRUCTURES

In this chapter, the approaches to assess the median factors of safety
and logarithmic standard deviations for the important Diablo Canyon

civi 1 structures are developed. The auxiliary building is not included
here. Based on these factors of safety, median capacities anchored to
the 5X damped spectral acceleration in the 3 to 8.5 Hz range associated
with seismic failure will be developed. For most of these structures,
'existing dynamic analysis results for the Hosgri event were used to
determine the median factors of safety and logarithmic standard
deviations for each of the variables associated with structure
response. Nonlinear time history analyses were conducted for the east-
west direction response of the turbine building. Thus, fragilities of
the turbine building for response in the EW direction were developed
based on the nonlinear analysis results. Seismic analyses of other
structures were based on linear response model results of the Hosgri
event.

4.1 Median Safet Factors and Lo arithmic Standard Deviation

As discussed in Section 2.3, the seismic fragilities of structures and

components are described in terms of the median ground spectral
acceleration, ASA, and random and uncertainty logarithmic standard
deviations, 8R and eU. In estimating these fragility parameters, it is
computationally attractive to work in terms of an intermediate random

variable called the factor of safety, F. The factor of safety is
defined as the resistance capacity divided by the response associated
with the Hosgri event. For equipment and structures qual ified by

analysis, it is easier to estimate the median factor of safety, F, and

variability parameters, 8R and BU, based upon the Hosgri stress analysis
than it is to directly estimate the fragility parameters. Thus,
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SA SA HOSGRI

From existing analyses of the important civil structures together with a

knowledge of the deterministic design criteria utilized, median factors
of safety associated with the Hosgri level stresses can be estimated.
These are most conveniently separated into those factors associated with
the structures seismic capacity and those factors associated with the
building response.

The factor of safety for the structure seismic capacity consists of the
following parts:

1. The strength factor, Fs, based on the ratio of actual member

strength to the Hosgri forces.

2. The inelastic energy absorption factor, F , related to the
ductility of the structure and to the earthquake magnitude

range that is believed to contribute to most of the seismic
risk.

Associated with the median strength factor, Fs, and the median inelastic
energy absoprtion factor, F , are the corresponding logarithmic standard

deviations, g and 8 . The structure strength factors of safety and
s P

logarithmic standard deviations vary from structure-to-structure and

according to the different failure modes of a given structure.

The factor of safety, FR, related to building response is assessed from

a number of variables which include:
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. 1. The response spectra used for design or Hosgri evaluation
compared to the median-centered spectra for the site from
multiple seismic events.

2. Damping used in the analysis compared with damping expected
at failure.

3. Modal combination methods.

4. Combination of earthquake components.

5. Modeling accuracy.

6. Soil-structure interaction effects.

Based on the characteristics of the lognormal distribution, median
factors of safety and logarithmic standard deviations for the various
contributing effects can be combined to yield the overall estimates.
For instance, the capacity factor of safety of a structure, Fca , is
obtained from the product of the strength and inelastic energy
absorption factors of safety which, in turn, may include effects of more

than one variable.

F =F xF (4-2)

The methods of assessing these safety factors are discussed in the
following sections. The logarithmic standard deviation on capacity,
8 is found by:

2+ 2
'cap = 's + ', (4-3)
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As discussed in Section 2.3, the logarithmic standard deviations are

composed of both an inherent randomness and uncertainty in the median

value.

Median factor of safety, F, and variability, 8R and 8„, estimates are

made for each of the parameters affecting capacity and response. These

median and variability estimates are then combined using the proper
manner as Equation 4-2 and 4-3 to obtain the overall median factor of
safety and variability estimates required to define the fragility curve

for the structure.

For each variable affecting the factor of safety, the random

variability, 8 , and the uncertainty, SU, must be estimated

separately. The random variability, 8R, represents those sources of
dispersion in the factor of safety which cannot be reduced by more

detailed evaluation or by gathering more data. Thus, 0 is due

primarily to the variability of an earthquake time-history and,

therefore, to a structure's response when the earthquake is only defined
in terms of the peak spectral acceleration. The uncertainty, 8U,

represents those sources of dispersion which could be reduced through
better understanding or more knowledge. 8U is associated with such

items as our lack of ability to predict the exact strength of materials
(concrete and steel) and of structural elements (shear walls and

diaphragms); errors in calculated response due to inaccuracies in mass

and stiffness representations as well as load distributions; and use of
engineering judgment in the absence of plant-specific data on fragility
levels.

Each of the factors presented in Chapter 3 will be discussed in more

detail in the following sections.
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4.1.1. Structure Ca acit

The primary lateral load-carrying systems of the Diablo Canyon

structures that were analyzed are of reinforced concrete construction.
The field erected tanks are essentially steel lined concrete tanks. For

lateral load-carrying systems which are composed of concrete, the
structure strength is a function of material strengths associated with
the concrete and the reinforcing steel. The determinations of these
material strengths are presented in the following two sections.

4. 1. 1. 1 Concrete Com ressive Stren th

The evaluation of the strength of most concrete elements, whether loaded

in compression or shear, is based on the concrete compressive strength,
If . Concrete compressive strength used for design is normally specified

as some value at a specific time from mixing (for example, 28 or 90

days). This value is verified by laboratory testing of mix samples.
The strength must meet specified values allowing a finite number of
failures per number of trials. As previously stated, there are two

major factors which justify the selection of a median value of concrete
strength above the design strength.

l. To meet the design specifications, the contractor attempts to
create a mix that has an "average" strength above the design
strength.

2. As concrete ages, it increases in strength.

A variety of concrete mixes was used in the construction of the Diablo
Canyon structures. Three basic mixes constitute the concrete, i.e. Type
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A, Type B and Type C. Minimum specified and average test strengths and

related statistical data of these mixes are given in Table 4-1. The

concrete mixes used for the individual structural components of the
various important structures are summarized in Reference 2 and are
presented in Table 4-2. Note that slight variation in the average test
strengths for same types of mix was observed from building to
building. However, only one variability value, those shown in Table 4-
1, was used for one type of mix, regardless of the difference in test
strengths.

As concrete ages, its strengths increases. This must also be accounted
for in determining the median strength compared to the design
strength. Figure 4-1 from Reference 16 shows the increase in the
concrete compressive strength with time assuming the concrete poured-in-
the-field is adequately represented by the curve designated as "air-
cured, dry-at-test." At 28 days, the concrete has a relative strength
of 50 percent which approaches 60 percent asymptotically. The median
factor relating the strength of aged concrete to the 28-day strength is,
therefore, 1.2. No information is available on the standard deviation
expected for aging. A logarithmic standard deviation associated with
the 28-day aging factors was estimated to be 0.10. Median concrete
compressive strengths and variabilities used in the fragility
evaluations of the Oiablo Canyon structures are listed in Table 4-2.

Other effects which could conceivably be included in the concrete
strength evaluation include some decrease in strength in the in-place
condition as opposed to the test cylinder strength, and some increase in
strength resulting from rate of loading at the seismic response
frequencies of the structure. The variation in the strength of in-place
concrete compared with the test cylinder strength is accounted for to a

large degree in the use of empirical representations of shear wall
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capacities. These empirical capacities are typically developed by
comparing actual wall strengths to the cylinder test strengths of the
wall's concrete. Although experimental data on the in-place and rate
effects are limited, that which is available would tend to indicate
these effects are relatively small and of the same order magnitude.
Since the two effects are opposite, they were neglected.

4. 1. 1.2 Reinforcin Steel Yield Stren th

Both Grade 40 and 60 reinforcing steel were used in the construction of
the Diablo Canyon structures. The results of tensile testing conducted
on the reinforcement were reported in References 17 and 18 in terms of
average yield strength. No variability in the yield strength was

reported by these references. A review of the variability of the yield
strength for reinforcing steel used in other nuclear power plants was

conducted. Based on this survey and the average yield strength in
References 17 and 18, the median yield strength, f , and the logarithmic
standard deviations used in the structure fragilities calculations are
listed in Table 4-3.

Two other effects must be considered when evaluating the yield strength
of reinforcing steel. These are the variations in the cross-sectional
areas of the bars and the effects of the rate of loading. A survey of
information (Reference 19) determined that the ratio of actual to
nominal bar area has a mean value of 0.99 and a coefficient of variation
of 0.024. The same reference notes that the standard test rate of
loading is 34 psi/sec. Accounting for the rate of loading anticipated
in seismic response of structures results in a slight decrease in yield
strength of reinforcing steel in tension. This effect is neglected in
concrete compression.
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4. 1. 1.3 Shear Stren th of Concrete Walls

Recent studies have shown that the shear strength of low-rise concrete
shear walls with boundary elements are conservatively predicted by the
ACI 318-71 code provisions (Reference 15). This is particularly true
for walls with height to length ratios in the order of 1 or less. Barda

(Reference 20) determined that the ultimate shear strengths of low-rise
walls tested could be represented by the following relationship:

vu = vc + vs

hw=83 f'34 f' -05 +p fc '
a nyw

(4-4)

where:

vu = Ultimate shear strength, psi

vc = Contribution from concrete, psi

vs = Contribution from steel reinforcement, psi

f' Concrete compressive strength, psi

h„ = Wall height, in

a„ = Wall length,"in

p„ = Vertical steel reinforcement ratio

f ,= Steel yield strength, psi
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The contribution of the concrete to the ultimate shear strength of the
wall as a function of h„/a„ is shown in Figure 4-2. Also shown in
Figure 4-2 are the available test values (References 20 through 23) and

the corresponding ACI 318-71 formulation. The tests included load

reversals and varying reinforcement ratios and h /a ratios. Web

crushing generally controlled the failure of the test specimens.

Testing was performed with no axial loads, but an increase in shear

capacity of N/4a h was recommended, where N is the axial load in pounds,

and h is the wall thickness in inches.

The contribution of the steel to the ultimate shear strength according
to ACI 318-71 is:

vs = 'hfy

where ph
= horizontal steel reinforcement ratio.

In order to estimate the effects that the horizontal and vertical steel
have, the steel contribution to wall shear strength was determined from

test values for the range of 0.5 < h„/a„ < 2. Test data from the above

references were used. The effective steel shear strength was assumed to
be in the form:

se sn sh

where A, B are constants and

v „
= p„f = vertical steel contribution to shear strength

v
h

= phf = horizontal steel contribution to shear strength
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The constants A and B were then calculated assuming the concrete
contribution to the ultimate strength is given as shown in Equation 4-
4. Based on the results of this evaluation, the constants A and B can
be shown to be:

A=1
= -2.0 (h /a ) + 2.0
= 0

B= 0

= 2.0 (h„/R ) - 1.0
= 1

w w
0.5 h /R 1.0
1.0 < h„/R

and the median ultimate shear strength is given by:

vu vc + vse

= 8.3 f'3.4 f' - 0.5 + —+ p fw N

c c a 'a h se yw
(4-7)

where p = Ap„ + Bph with A and B determined as shown above. The
logarithmic standard deviation was estimated to be 0.20 (Ref. 14).

The data used to substantiate the median shear strength equations
presented above were derived from tests conducted on cantilever walls.
The height hw for these walls is known. However, the walls evaluated in
this study typically span more than one story. For these walls, the
equivalent cantilever wall height, hwe was taken as the ratio of the in-
plane moment to the in-plane shear at the section under consideration.
The equivalent height h„e was used to determine the median wall shear
strength and provides a more accurate representation of the moment-shear
interaction.

4. 1. 1.4 Stren th of Shear Walls in Flexure Under In-Plane Forces

Equations to predict the overturning (in-plane) moment capacity of
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rectangular shear walls containing uni formly di stributed verti cal
reinforcement are found in Reference 22. These equations were derived
from the basi c ul timate strength design provi si ons for reinforced
concrete members subjected to flexure and axi al loads contained in
Section 10.2 of ACI 318-71. These provisions are based upon the
satisfaction of force equilibrium and strain compatibility.

Equation 1 of Reference 22 can be used to predict the flexural strength
of rectangular walls having uniformly distributed reinforcement. The
accuracy of this equation has been verified by testing. Equation 2 of
Reference 22 shown as Equation 4-8 below, was presented as an adequate
approximation to Equation 1.

Nu

u 0.5Asf <„1+A f 1- —in- lb
w

(4-8)

where

As = Total area of vertical reinforcement at section, sq. in.

fy = Yield strength of vertical reinforcement, psi

aw = Horizontal length of wall, in.

c = Distance from extreme compressive fiber to neutral axis, n

Nu = Axial load, positive in compression, lb.

f' Compressive strength of concrete, psi

Inspection of Equation 4-8 reveals that the overturning moment capacity
of a rectangular wall can be adequately represented by lumping the total
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area of the uniformly distributed vertical reinforcement at midlength of
the wall and applying the basic design provisions in Section 10.2 of ACI

318-71.

H„ = (A f + Nu)
8)C

2 2
(4-g)

where B1 i s the ratio of the depth of the equivalent rectangul ar

concrete stress block to the distance to the neutral axis (c).

This approach was typically used to predict the median flexural'trength
for walls without concentrated reinforcement. Concentrated

reinforcement can be embedded steel columns well tied to the concrete

wall or the vertical wall reinforcement bars within the effective
flanges of the cross walls cast integrally with the wall evaluated. The

compression flange steel is typically neglected since it is near the

neutral axis, and its effect on the moment capacity is small. The total
moment capacity of reinforced concrete shear walls including
concentrated reinforcement is then:

H„ = (A f + Hu)

R 91c

2 2
+ Afff

91C
d -—

2
(4-10)

where

Af = Area of concentrated reinforcement steel

d = Distance from the extreme compressive fiber to the
centroid of concentrated reinforcement steel
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4.1.2 Structure Inelastic Ener Absor tion

A much more accurate assessment of the seismic capacity of a structure
can be obtained if the inelastic energy absorption of the structure is
considered in addition to the strength capacity. One tractable method

involves the use of ductility modified response spectra to determine the
deamplification effect resulting from the inelastic energy

dissipation. Early studies indicated the deamplification factor was

primarily a function of the ductility ratio, y, defined as the ratio of
maximum displacement to displacement at yield. More recent analytic
studies (Reference 9) have shown that for single-degree-of-freedom
systems with resistance functions characterized by elastic-perfectly
plastic, bilinear, or stiffness-degrading models, the shape of the
resistance function is, on the average, not particularly important.
However, as opposed to the earlier studies, more recent analyses have

shown the deamplification factor is also a function of the system

damping.

The Riddell-Newmark ductility modified response spectra approach can be

used to predict the inelastic . energy absorption
factor, F , corresponding to some ductility ratio, y, in the following
manner:

(4-11)

where p = q + 1

3 0
-0.30 in the amplified acceleration region.

2 7
-0.40 in the amplified velocity region.
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O 48
Oe08 in the amplified acceleration region.

= O.66> in the amplified velocity region.

= percent of critical damping.

For systems in the amplified acceleration region of the spectrum, Figure
4-3 from Reference 9, shows the deamplification function for several

damping values as a function of the ductility ratio.

The ductility modified response spectra method was developed using
single-degree-of-freedom models. For multi-degree-of-freedom systems

such as the major Diablo Canyon civil structures, a system ductility
must be developed. 'The approach used to determine the system ductility,

t, for the various structures was discussed in Section 3.2.

One drawback of the ductility modified response spectra approach is that
it does not reflect the relationship between earthquake magnitude and

ductility. It is well known that lower magnitude earthquakes are not as

damaging to structures and equipment as higher magnitude earthquakes

with the same peak ground accelerations. The reason for this is that
the lower magnitude earthquakes have lower energy content and shorter
durations which develop fewer strong response cycles. Structures and

equipment are able to withstand larger deformations (i.e., higher
ductility) for a few cycles compared to the larger number of cycles
resulting from longer duration events.

The method used in the Diablo Canyon fragilities evaluation to account

for this effect was based on the use of an effective ductility, y ff,
eff'n

conjunction with the Riddell-Newmark ductility modified spectra
approach. The following formulation was developed in Section 3.2 to
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calculate the effective ductility.

ff 1 ~ 0 CD (P t 1 00)

where CD = duration correction factor, is a function of the
earthquake magnitude

t = overall system ductility developed in Section 3.2

A limited amount of the research is available for use in developing CD

factors. In Reference 24, structures with elastic frequencies of
approximately 2, 3, 5 and 8 Hz were subjected to 12 earthquake records
scaled to sufficient intensity to produce ductility ratios of
approximately 1.9 and 4.3. Included was one artificial record which
developed response spectra which envelope the US NRC Reg. Guide 1.60
spectra. The CD factors used in the Diablo Canyon fragi lities
evaluation were based on the results from Reference 24. CD is
considered to be frequency-independent based on these limited data.

The factor of safety resulting from ductility effects, F , is dependent
on both duration and spectral shape. Figure 4-4 is reproduced from
Reference 24 and clearly shows the effect of strong motion duration for
a ductility ratio of approximately 4.3. However, F , is most strongly
influenced by the spectral shape and the frequency of the structure.
Tables 4-4 and 4-5 also reproduced from Reference 24, show

the F factors for the various earthquake records and structure
P

frequencies for the 1.9 and 4.3 ductility ratios, respectively. It is
inappropriate to include results from Reference 24 for frequencies which
lie in a steeply rising or falling portion of a sharply peaked region of
the response spectra. As a structure reaches significant levels of
inelastic response, there is a decrease in the resonant frequency of the
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structure. If the elastic frequency of the structure is in a portion of
the response spectrum where the frequency shift results in lower
response, a relatively higher F will be developed. Conversely, if the
elastic frequency of the structure lies in a region of the response
spectrum where the frequency shift results in increased response, a

relatively lower F will be predicted. A review of the data from
Reference 24 indicates that many of the F factors shown in Tables 4-4
and 4-5 do, in fact, lie in steeply rising or falling regions of the
response spectra.

The Diablo Canyon median ground response spectra, however, are
relatively broadband and contain significant energy throughout the
frequency range from approximately 3 Hz to 10 Hz. Thus, even though a

number of structures at Diablo Canyon have relatively high fundamental
elastic frequencies, it is incorrect to use all the F factors directly
from the results from Reference 24 together with the Riddell-Newmark
method and the Diablo Canyon median spectra. For earthquakes in the
magnitude 6.5 to 7.5 range from Reference 24, an average value of F

of approximately 2.2 is indicated. Using the Riddell-Newmark
formulation for F given above together with the 4.27 ductility ratio
and 7 percent of critical damping used in Reference 24, a value of 2.55
was calculated. Thus, for earthquakes in the magnitude 6.5 to 7.5
range, an effective ductility of about 3.2 with duration coefficient of
0.7 is indicated by using the Reference 24 results. The majority of
seismic risk for the Diablo Canyon plant is expected to result from
earthquakes centered around magnitude 7 range. Therefore, the effective
duration coefficient of 0.7 is considered appropriate for the Diablo
Canyon plant.

The following definition of the inelastic absorption factor was used for
the Diablo Canyon structures whose fundamental frequencies are within
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the amplif ied acceleration region:
S

F
a

1! S (4-13)

S
a

Spectral acceleration from the el asti c response
spectrum for the fundamental structure mode having a

frequency in the amplified acceleration region.

S
a Deamplified spectral acceleration accounting for

nonlinear structure response.

Greater of Sa or Sa, where
u,A u,RIG

s =(p> ff-q) (s )
u.A a (4-14)

Sa = (reff) (PGA) (for 10K damping)
-0.13

I,RIG
(4-15)

p,q,r — Equation 4-11

PGA = Peak ground acceleration

Equation 4-15 is also presented in Reference 9.

4.1.3 S ectral Sha e Dam in and Hodelin Factors

As previously discussed, important Diablo Canyon civil structures are
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founded on competent bedrock. For the Hosgri evaluation, both Blume and

Newmark type ground response spectra were used for the horizontal
response analyses. Newmark's foundation filtering (Tau) effect was used

in the Hosgri evaluation for horizontal response. Due to this filtering
effect, reduction in base slab input were developed for the various
Diablo Canyon structures as shown in Figures 3-2 through 3-5. The mean

spectrum anchored to 0.75 g peak ground acceleration for the Phase IIIA
fragilities evaluation was developed based on the discussion in Section
3.3.1. The spectral shape factor for each structure was based on the
mode or modes contributing to most of the seismic response. The

frequencies predicted by the Hosgri evaluation dynamic model s were

used. The spectral shape factor at the frequency under consideration is
given by:

SD
q =

SD

ss S

SM

(4-16)

where SD S
represents the Hosgri spectral acceleration at the Hosgri

g= D

damping value used for the structure evaluated and SM S
represents

r.= M

the estimated site-specific response spectrum for median damping.

In computing the spectral shape factor of safety, it is convenient to
combine the damping and ground response spectrum effects. In the

development of 1 og ari thmi c standard devi ations on spectral shape,

however, it is informative to consider the damping effects separately.
This implies a factor of safety of unity on damping alone since it has

already been included in the factor of safety on spectral shape.
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For Diablo Canyon fragilities, a logarithmic standard deviation of 0.20
on the randomness of spectral shape was estimated to account for the
peaks and vali eys inherent in the response spectra of any real
earthquakes compared to the smoothed mean spectra. No uncertainty on

the spectral shape was included in the Diablo Canyon fragilities, i.e.,
su-0

The logarithmic standard deviation associated with damping, s, can be

estimated from:

~z-la
s — Rn (4-17)

where SH is the spectral acceleration from the median site-
t; = <-10

specific spectrum at mean minus one standard deviation damping, and

SM is the spectral acceleration from the median site-specif ic
q = gH

spectrum at median damping. Median minus one standard deviation
material damping values are listed in Table 3-2. The randomness and

uncertainty components of s were estimated to be approximately equal.

(sR) = (su) =-8
P2

(4-18)

The dynamic models used in the Hosgri evaluation were typical ly
determined to be adequate to predict the seismic response. Modeling
factors of unity typically were used. Vari abi 1 ity in modeling
predominantly influences the cal cul ated mode shapes and modal

frequencies. Since the concrete strength and, consequently, the
stiffness of the structures is above the design values, calculated
frequencies would be expected to be somewhat less than actual values, at
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least for low-to-moderate levels of response. At response levels
approaching fai lure, sof tening of the structures due to concrete
cracking occurs, and for structures analyzed using uncracked section
properties, some decrease in the actual frequencies compared to the
calculated values is expected. The Hosgri calculated frequencies and

mode shapes were generally assumed to be approximately median-centered.

Modeling uncertainties from both the mode shapes and modal frequencies
enter into the uncertainty on calculated modal response as defined by
gM'hus,

2
M MS MF (4-19)

where 8MS and BMF are estimated logarithmic standard devi ations on

structural response of a given point in the structure due to
uncertainties in mode shape and due to uncertainties in modal
frequencies, respectively. Based upon experience in performing similar
analyses, 8~ was estimated to be typically about 0.15. The modal

frequency variability shifts the frequency at which spectral
accelerations are to be determined, so that:

BMF ~n

S
Mf f

B

f=fM
(4-20)

where fM is the median frequency estimate, and f is the 84 percent
S

exceedance probabi1 ity frequency estimate. The logarithmic standard
deviation on frequency was typically estimated to be approximately 0.30
.for the structures evaluated.
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Modal Combination

The Hosgri evaluation of Diablo Canyon structures was performed mostly
by response analysis; therefore, phasing of the individual modal

responses was unknown. Most current design analyses are normally
conducted using response spectra techniques. For the Diablo Canyon

structures as well as for the equipment, the SRSS method was used as

discussed in Section 3.3.5. Many studies have been conducted to
determine the degree of conservatism or unconservatism obtained by use

of SRSS combination of modes. Except for the very low damping ratios,
these studies have shown that SRSS combination of modal responses tends
to be median-centered. The coefficient of variation (approximate
logarithmic standard deviation) tends to increase with increasing
damping ratios. Figure 4-5 (taken from Reference 25) shows the actual
time-history calculated peak response versus SRSS combined modal

responses for structural models with four predominant modes. Based upon

these and other similar results, it is estimated that for ten percent or
greater structural damping, the SRSS response is median-centered. The

median modal combination factor of safety was therefore taken to be 1.0
for the Diablo Canyon structures and equipment fragilities based on the
Hosgri evaluation information. Where individual modal responses were
known, the absolute sum of these responses was used to estimate the
coefficient of variation. The absolute sum is an upper bound estimated
to be three standard deviations above the median SRSS response.

Combination of Earth uake Com onents

The Hosgri evaluation of the important Diablo Canyon structures was

based on loads developed from the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares
(SRSS) of all three directions of input. Alternatively, it is
recomnended (Reference 11) that directional effects be combined by
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taking 100 percent of the effects due to motion in one direction and 40

percent of the effects from the two remaining principal directions of
motion. This was considered the median condition for the current
evaluation.

Depending on the geometry of the particular structure under
consideration together with the relative magnitude of the individual
load or stress components, the expected stresses due to the 100K, 40%,

40K method of load combinations are increased when compared with those
calculated using the SRSS method. For shear wall structures where the
shear walls in the two principal directions act essentially
independently and are the controlling elements, the two horizontal loads
do not combine to a significant degree except for the torsional
coupling. Thus, only the vertical component affects the individual
shear wall stress. A moderate amount of vertical load slightly
increases the ultimate shear load carrying capacity of reinforced
concrete walls, while the overturning moment capacity may be more

significantly affected. Typically, the effect of the vertical dead load
on the wall capacities was conservatively neglected. In these cases,
the effect of the vertical seismic component on the capacities and the
earthquake component combination variabilities was not included since
these capacities already contain conservatism due to not including the
dead load. In other cases, where the increase in capacity due to the
dead load was included, the effect of the vertical seismic response on

the capacity and the earthquake component combination variability was

also included.

The medi an strength factors for the structural fai lure modes were,
typically defined using the Hosgri loads combined by the median-centered
method of directional component combination. Consequently, the median
factor of safety on earthquake component combination is unity. The
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coefficient of variation is calculated in the same manner as it was for
the modal combination factor. The absolute sum of the three components

is an upper bound, estimated to be three standard deviations above the
median.

4.1.6 Soil-Structure Interaction

As discussed in Section 3.3.3, the Diablo Canyon structures are founded
on competent bedrock. In the previous Hosgri evaluation, structural
responses were obtained from dynamic analyses using fixed base models of
the structures. For the fragilities evaluation reported here, no soil-
structure interaction effect other than the statistical incoherence from
the ground motion wave was considered. The factors of safety associated
with this soil-structure interaction effect were developed as shown in
Section 3.3.3. Currently, soil-structure interaction analyses
accounting for embedment and other effects are underway, and these
results will be incorporated in the final seismic PRA results.

4.2 Structure Fra i lities

The significant failure modes for each of the important Diablo Canyon

structures included in thi s study were evaluated. The resul ting
fragilities for each of these structures are discussed in the following
sections. Most of the structures are founded on competent bedrock and

are embedded into the ground. Thus, sliding-induced failure was

considered not to be a credible failure mode for the Diablo Canyon

structures.

4.2.1 Containment Bui ldin and Internal Structure

The containment building is a reinforced concrete structure consisting
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of a circular cylindrical wall capped by a hemispherical dome. The

containment wall is supported by a basemat bearing on the bedrock.

Principal dimensions of the containment building are:

Mat Radius 76' 6",

Thickness 14' 6II

Liner plate thickness 1/4"

Cylinder Inside radius
Mall thickness
Liner plate thickness
Height to Springline

70' 0"

31 8 II

3/8 II

142' 0"

Dome Inside radius
Thickness

Liner plate thickness

70 I 0ll

2 I 6ll

3/8 II

Concrete with a design compressive strength of 3000 psi at 28 days was

used to construct the wall. The reinforcing in the cylinder wall
consists of horizontal hoop bars, and inclined bars, oriented 60'rom
the horizontal. The inclined bars were extended past the springline and

over the dome to form the dome reinforcing. After crossing the dome,

the same bar once again becomes an inclined bar in the cylinder. Two

layers of inclined cylinder wall reinforcing bars extend from the
basemat to elevation 172 feet to provide additional capacity to resist
seismic forces.

The controlling mode of failure for the containment building was found

to be shear failure of the cylindrical wall near the base. The seismic
shear forces were estimated based on the tangential membrane shear

stresses due to the Hosgri-Newmark earthquake.
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The results of scale model testing conducted to determine the strength
of reinforced and prestressed concrete containment structures subject to
seismic loads with and without internal pressure are suamarized in
Reference 26. The median shear strength of the containment wall was

determined using empirical relationships derived from these test
results. Resistance to horizontal seismic shear is provided by the
concrete, the hoop reinforcing steel and the diagonal reinforcing
steel. The components of the area of the diagonal bars in the hoop and

meridional directions were added to the hoop and meridional stress
capacities. Only the diagonal bars in one direction were included. The

diagonal steel in the other direction is ineffective since it is
parallel to the concrete struts formed by the horizontal shear.

The internal structure consists of the reactor shield wall, the fuel
transfer canal, and the crane wall which provide support and restraint
for all major equipment, components, and systems located within the
containment building. These structures enclose the primary coolant
system and also provide the biological shielding and missile
protection. The internal structures are founded at EL 89 on the
foundation mat common with the containment building. Anchorage to the
foundation mat is achieved by cadwelding No. 18 wall reinforcing to
either side of the steel base liner plate at the same locations. The

reactor shield wall is an eight foot six inch thick reinforced concrete
cylinder wall near the base. The upper reactor cavity wall is a four
foot six inch thick reinforced concrete wall structurally connected to
the fuel transfer canal. The crane wall is a three foot thick
reinforced concrete cylinder with an inside diameter of 100 feet and an

overall height of 51 feet.

Potential failure modes considered for the internal structure are shear
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failure, flexural failure and shear transfer across the interface of the
internal structure walls and basemat. The controlling failure modes for
both the reactor shield wall and the crane wall were found to be shear
failure. Seismic forces considered in the frag1lity analysis were
obtained from the Hosgr1 evaluation using the Hosgri-Newmark earthquake
input.

4.2.2 Intake Structure

The intake structure 1s a seismic design Class II structure hous1ng the
Class I auxiliary saltwater (ASW) pumps. The intake structure is a

reinforced concrete box-type structure founded on a basemat bearing on
competent bedrock. Keyways are provided into the bedrock at the
basemat/bedrock interface to prov1de sl1ding res1stance. Plan
dimensions of the structure are approximately 240 feet by 100 feet with
the long dimens1on running in the north-south direction. The major
lateral force resist1ng system consists of concrete slabs and shear
walls on the north, south and east sides of the intake structure.

The Hosgri evaluation seismic forces were used for the fragility
analysis. These forces were obtained from the response spectrum
analysis of the three-dimensional fixed base finite element model of the
intake structure using the Newmark-Hosgri response spectrum. Load
redistribution after yielding of the curtain wall and the gate guide
wall was considered in the fragility evaluat1on, and the resulting
addit1onal torsional moment was included in the shear wall forces
estimation.

4.2.3 Turbine Buildin

The turb1ne building of the Diablo Canyon plant is a Design Class II
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structure that contains Design Class I equipment such as the component

cooling heat exchangers, the emergency diesel generators, the 4.16 KV

switchgear and other Class I systems. The building was originally
dynamically analyzed to assure that it would not collapse and impair the

Class I equipment during a design seismic event. During the Hosgri

evaluation, the turbine building was reevaluated and upgraded to
withstand the Hosgri seismic loads. Unit 1 and Unit 2 turbine buildings
are very similar and share a common foundation basemat. The lateral
force resisting system of the turbine building consists of structural
steel frame superstructure above elevation 140 and reinforced concrete

shear walls below elevation 140. There are four working floor levels at
approximate elevations of 140, 119, 104, and 85 feet. all floors but the

operating floor at elevation 140 and foundation base slab at elevation 85

consist of steel gratings, steel checkered plates and concrete slab. The

operating floor is constructed of reinforced concrete slab. The turbine
pedestal is located in the center of the building and is structurally
isolated from the turbine building floors above a common foundation mat

with a rattlespace.

In the Hosgri evaluation, a detailed linear elastic three-dimensional
finite element model was constructed for the turbine building to perform

response spectrum analyses. Modal responses were combined by SRSS and

Double Algebraic Sum (DAS) methods. The horizontal seismic response was

determined using 0.54g Blume and 0.50g Newmark-Hosgri response

spectra. The accidental torsional response due to Newmark foundation
filtering effect was accounted for by increasing the ground response

spectra by lOX. Separate time history analyses were performed to
generate in-structure response spectra for the equipment analysis in the

Hosgri evaluation. For the fragility analysis of the turbine building,
structural responses determined in the Hosgri evaluation were used
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except the reinforced concrete shear walls in the east-west direction
for which responses from the nonlinear time history analysis of the
turbine building (Appendix C) were used.,

Important structure components and their failure modes which were

evaluated include:

1. Shear walls at column lines 19 and 31

2. Structural steel strut in the floor system at EL 119

3. Masonry block walls at EL 119 near the 4.16 KV switchgear

The following sections present the fragi lities of each of the components

evaluated.

4.2.3. 1 Shear Walls at Line 19 and 31

In Phase II of the Long Term Seismic Program, the east-west oriented
concrete shear walls were found not only to have relatively low capacity
compared to other civil structures, but also to contain considerable
uncertainty in the fragility. Consequently, in Phase IIIA a simplified
two-dimensional inelastic model of the turbine building was developed to
investigate the structure loads, load distributions and story drifts as

well as develop in-structure response spectra for the structure at
response levels close to failure. The model permitted inelastic
response in the major E-W shear walls (Column Lines 19 to 31), the
operating floor diaphragm, and the turbine pedestal, and allowed for
impact between the operating floor and the turbine pedestal. The

dispersion of structure response due to variabilities in structure
properties and earthquake ground motion were included by using the Monte

Carlo technique to vary the important structure properties such as

damping, stiffness and strength of the elements and by employing the 25
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time history records obtained from the LTSP Ground Motion Study Group

for the nonlinear time history analysis. With this approach, a better
estimate of uncertainty and randomness of the structure response was

achieved.

Median capacity of the turbine building for response in the east-west

direction was estimated by considering strengths of shear walls as well
as shear story drift. Measurements in the laboratory and in the field
have shown that structural damage to stiff low-rise walls can be related
to story drift. For concrete walls with shear failure governing story
drifts varying from 0.5% to 1.0X were observed. For turbine building
fragility evaluation, a median shear story of 0.7% was judged to be

appropriate.

4.2.3.2 Strut at EL
119'he

M 14 x 605 strut and corresponding strengthening of the floor
diaphragm system at EL 119'f both units of the turbine building were

installed in the 1983 modification in order to reduce the north-south
direction Hosgri response of the concrete slab at EL 119'o reduce the
seismic input to the 4.16 KV switchgear. The seismic loads in the strut
were obtained from the response spectrum analysis of the turbine
building for the Hosgri evaluation. Seismic loads developed by using
the Double Algebraic Sum method for closely spaced modes were used.

4.2.3.3 Masonr Block Walls

The masonry block walls which are close to the safety related equipment

in the turbine building are located at elevations of 119, 104 and 85

feet. These masonry walls have both horizontal and vertical reinforcing
steel and the cells were fully grouted. In addition, the masonry walls
are laterally braced by vertical wide flange steel columns. The walls
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are attached to the columns by thru-bolts. Along the top and bottom

edges, the walls are attached to the floor beams above and the concrete
slab below by steel angle sections.

4.2.4 Refuelin Water Stora e Tanks and Condensate Stora e Tanks

There are two refueling water storage tanks (RWST) and two condensate

storage tanks (CST) at the Diablo Canyon site, one to serve each unit of
the plant. The tanks were originally designed for the DDE simply as

steel tanks. In a later modification, each tank was enveloped by a

concrete shell. Studs were provided to tie the steel liner and the
concrete shell together. The tanks are supported on concrete fill (with
a minimum compressive strength of 3000 psi at 28 days) down to bedrock
and are anchored to bedrock with rock anchors. Important dimensions are
given below:

RWST

Inside diameter
Tank height
Steel liner thickness

Concrete wall thickness

Concrete thickness at dome

40 i Di>

52'-6"

Varies from 0.578" at the
base to 0.25" at the dome

Varies form 36" at the base

to 12" at the top
8 II

CST

Inside diameter
Tank height
Steel liner thickness

40'-0"
47'-3"

Varies form 0.60" at the
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Concrete wall thickness

Concrete thickness at dome

base to 0.25" below the dome

Varies from 36" at the base

to 12" at the top
8 II

Seismic forces were obtained from axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric
dynamic analyses of the fixed base model with 7X damped Newmark-Hosgri

ground response spectrum as input ground motion (Reference 27). No

composite action of the steel liner and concrete shell was considered in
the evaluation of the shear and flexural capacities of the tanks.

The structure configuration of the condensate tanks is very similar to
that of the refueling water storage tanks. The height of the condensate
tank and its design liquid depth are both 5.25 feet less than that of
the RWST. Also, same amount of rock anchors were used for anchoring the
condensate tank to the bedrock. Therefore, the median capacity of the
condensate tank is expected to be somewhat greater than the refueling
water storage tank.

4.2.5 Diesel Fuel Oil Stora e Tank

The two diesel fuel oil storage tanks are located outside of the turbine
building and are buried with the top of the crown at about 6 feet below

grade. The tanks were constructed of steel plate with angle stiffeners
spaced at 42 inches apart. The tank diameter's about 104 feet and the
length is 63 feet.

An extensive study of the tank was previously performed to analyze the
behavior of these tanks under strong earthquake shaking (Reference 28)
the computer program FLUSH was used in this study. For Newmark-Hosgri

7.5M ground motion, an artificial accelerogram with a peak ground
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acceleration of 0.75g, was used as input.

4.2.6 Auxiliar Saltwater Pi in

The auxiliary saltwater (ASW) pipelines are two 24-inch diameter pipes
running from the intake structure to the turbine building. The ASW

lines are buried at about 25 feet to 30 feet below the ground surface.
The lines are restrained to the reinforced concrete circulating water
intake conduit at 40 feet intervals. The concrete intake conduit was

poured directly against the rock.

The fragility evaluation of the ASW lines is limited to the seismic
induced dynamic strains in the pipelines. Failure due to gross movement

of the ground was not considered in this study.
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Table 4-1. Specified and Average Test Strengths of Concrete
Used in Diablo Canyon Structures (Reference 2)

CONCRETE
MIX

MINIMUM
SPECIFIED f

'PSI)AT DA'AS

5000 8 60

3000 8 28

5000 8 28

AVERAGE TEST
STRENGTH (PSI)

6340

3870

5640

STANDARD
DEVIATION

(PS I)

412

369

392

COEFFICIENT
OF

VARIATION

0.065

0.095

0.070
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Table 4-2. Median Concrete Compressive Strength and Variabilities

STRUCTURE ANO COMPONENT

CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE

BASE SLAB TO ELEVATION
87'KIN

POUR AT ELEVATION
89'ONCRETE

INTERNAL

EXTERIOR WALLS

DOME

CONCRETE

AVERAGE
TEST

STRENGTH

6330

6330

6330

3850

3850

MIX fc (PSI)

MEDIAN
STRENGTH

7, (PSI)

7100

7100

7100

4600

4600

LOGAR IT HM I C

STANDARD

DEVIATION, B

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.14

0.14

TURB INE BUILDING

SLAB AT ELEVATION
140'LABS

EXCEPT AT ELEVATION
140'OLUMNS

ANO PEDESTAL

EXTERIOR WALLS ABOVE ELEVATION
85', EXCEPT SHEAR WALLS
ALONG LINES 1 AND 35

SHEAR WALLS ALONG LINES 1, 35,
5, 17, 19 ANO 31

REMAINDER

6590

3870

3870

5500

3870

7400

4600

4600

6600

4600

0.12

0.14

0.14

0.12

0.14

INTAKE STRUCTURE 3630 4300 0.14
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Table 4-3. Hedian Reinforcement Yield Strength and Variabilities

STRUCTURE GRADE

AVERAGE TEST
YIELD STRENGTH

(XSI)

HED IAN LOGAR ITHHIC

YIELD STRENGTH STANDARD

(KS I) DEVIATION

CONTAINHENT

EXTERIOR 818's

INTERIOR $ 11's
60

60

67

68

67

68

0.10
0.10

TURBINE BUILDING 60

40

66

51

66

51

0.10

0.09

INTAKE STRUCTURE 40 50 50 0.09
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Table 4-4. Scale Factors Needed to Achieve p = 1.85

a) Oue to 6.5 - 7.5 Richter magnitude earthquakes

EARTHQUAKE RECORD

(COMP.). 8.54 Hz 5.34 Hz 3.20 Hz 2.14 Hz

MODEL STRUCTURE FREQUENCY

Olympia, WA., 1949 (N86E) .

Taft, Kern Co., 1952 (S69E)

El Centro Array No. 12
Imperial Valley, 1979 (140)

Pacoima Dam
San Fernando, 1971 (S14W)

Hollywood Storage PE Lot,
San Fernando, 1971 (N90E)

El Centro Array No. 5
Imperial Valley, 1979 (140)

1. 36

1.20

1.34

1. 25

1. 45

1.58

l. 11

1.25

l. 56

1. 38

1. 65

1. 60

1.49

1.50

l. 29

1.26

1. 58

1.34

1.70

1.78

1. 48

2. 19

1. 39

l. 51

Mean = 1.47 Median = 1.47 Range = 1.11 - 2.19

b) Oue to 4.5 - 6.0 Richter magnitude earthquakes

EARTHQUAKE RECORD

(COMr) 8.54 Hz 5.34 Hz 3.20 Hz 2.14 Hz

MODEL STRUCTURE FREQUENCY

UCSB Goleta
Santa Barbara, 1978 (180)

Gilroy Array No. 2, Coyote Lake,
1979 (050)

Gavilan College
Hollister, 1974 (S67W)

Melendy Ranch Barn, Bear Valley
1972 (N29W)

1.35

1.36

1.61

1. 45

1.65

1.93

1.55

1.96

1.41

2. 00

1. 62

2.18

1.49

1.86

1.93

1. 98

Mean = 1.71 Median = 1.64 Range = 1.35 - 2.18
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Table 4-5. Scale Factors Needed to Achieve q = 4.27

a) Due to 6.5 - 7.5 Richter magnitude earthquakes

EARTHQUAKE RECORD

(COMP) 8.54 Hz 5.34 Hz 3.20 Hz 2.14 Hz

MODEL STRUCTURE FREQUENCY

Olympia, WA., 1949
(N86E)

Taft, Kern Co., 1952
(S69E)

El Centro Array No. 12
Imperial Valley, 1979 (140)

Pacoima Dam
. San Fernando, 1971 (S14W)

Hollywood Storage PE Lot,
San Fernando, 1971 (N90E)

El Centro Array No. 5
Imperial Valley, 1979 (140

1. 56

1.25

1.94

2.38

1. 54

1.65

2. 29

1.86

2.50

2. 66

2.61

2.05

2. 10

2.67

2. 60

2.33

3.75

3.38

2.14

3.89

2.05

3.45

Mean = 2.33 Median = 2.22 Range = 1.25 - 3.89

b) Due to 4.5 - 6.0 Richter magnitude earthquakes

EARTHQUAKE RECORD

(COMP) 8.54 Hz 5.34 Hz 3.20 Hz 2.14 Hz

MODEL STRUCTURE FREQUENCY

UCSB Goleta
Santa Barbara, 1978 (180)

Gilroy Array Ao. 2, Coyote Lake
1979 (050)

Gavi1 an College
Holi ister, 1971 (S67W)

Melendy Ranch Barn, Bear Valley
1972 (N29W)

1. 52

1.56

2.84

2.05

3.85

2.97

5. 48

2.05

4. 36

2.71

5. 16

1.96

3.03

8. 49

3.36

Mean = 3.33 Median = 2.91 Range = 1.52 - 8.49
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Figure 4-1. Effects of Time and Curing Conditions on
Concrete Strength (From Reference 16)
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Figure 4-5. Histograms of Ratio of Peak Response to SRSS Computed
Response for Four-Degree-of-Freedom Dynamic Models
(From Reference 25)
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5. EQUI PHENT FRAGILITY

This chapter describes the fragility development for seismically criti-
cal equipment within the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant. PGEE and

Pickard, Lowe and Garrick have identified those equipment items which

are essential to plant safety during and after a seismic event, and a

fragility level and associated variabi lities are determined for each of
these components. Section 5.1 contains a general description of the
equipment fragility methodology with a more in-depth treatment than was

provided in Chapter 3.

5.1 E ui ment Fra ilit Methodolo

Fragility as used in probabilistic seismic safety studies is defined as

a conditional probability of failure for a given hazard input. In this
case, the fragility of a component or system is defined as the frequency
of failure versus spectral ground acceleration. The development of
these fragility descriptions combined with a discussion of the available
information sources are the subject of this section.

5.1.1 Fra ilit Derivation

The procedure used in deriving fragility descriptions for equipment is
similar to that used for structural fragility descriptions in that
median factors of safety and their variability are first developed for
equipment capacity and equipment response. These two factors, along

with the median factor of safety on structural response, are then multi-
plied together to obtain an overall median factor of safety for the

equipment item.

v v v v

E EC ER SR
(5-1)
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FEC is the capacity factor of safety for the equipment relative to the
floor acceleration used for design, PER is the factor of safety inherent
in the computation of equipment response, and (SR is the factor of
safety in the structural response analysis that resulted in floor spec-

tra for equipment design. Sections 5.1. 1.1, 5.1.1.2, and 5.1.1.3 of
this report contain a more thorough explanation of these three factors

(/EC FER and (SR), respect ively. The overal 1 factor of safety, FE, is

then multiplied by the reference earthquake spectral ground acceleration
to obtain fragility in terms of spectral ground acceleration.

v v
SA = FE

~

AMos (5-2)

where:

$A
= Median spectral ground acceleration capacity

AMos Spectral ground acceleration of the Hosgri earthquake

for 5X damping in the 3 to 8-1(2 Hz range

Note that 5A and FE are random variables while AMos is a deterministic
quantity. In most instances, Hosgri is used as the reference earth-
quake; however, the OE is used as a reference for those cases where the
DE acceptance criteria governed the equipment design.

The logarithmic standard deviations, sR and aU, on the median accelera-
tion capacity are obtained from the logarithmic standard deviations for
each of the above factors based upon the lognormal model (Appendix A).
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2 2 Z~
R ~ R R R

EC ER SR

Z Z 2~
BU ~BU + BU + BU

EC ER SR

(5-3)

where BiEC, BiER, and BiSR are the randomness or uncertainty logarithmic
standard deviations related to the parameters which make up the factors
for equipment capacity, equipment response, and structural response,

respectively.

5. 1. 1. 1 E ui ment Ca acit Factor

The Equipment Capacity factor is defined as the failure threshold
divided by the seismic design level. For the purposes of this study,
the ultimate failure threshold is the acceleration level at which the

component ceases to perform its intended function. This failure thresh-
old could consist of a breaker tripping, excessive deflection of the
control rod guide tubes or a support failure of a major vessel. Hhere

several failure modes pertaining to the same component are found to have

roughly the same capacity level, fragility descriptions for all signifi-
cant failure modes are analyzed.

Like the structural seismic capacity factor, the median factor of safety
related to equipment seismic capacity, FEC, consists of two variables
which are:

1. The Strength factor, FS, computed as the ratio of the unused

stress capacity to the stress level due to the designed for
seismic event.
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2. The Inelastic Energy Absorption factor, F, related to the
ductility of the system with which a given component is
identified.

Therefore, in the identical form of Equation 4-2,

(5-4)

The logarithmic standard deviation on capacity can be derived by taking
the SRSS of the logarithmic standard deviations on the Strength factor
and the Ductility factor. The randomness and uncertainty portions of
the variability can each be derived individually from Equation 5-5, by

substituting the random or uncertainty s for the Strength factor and the
Ductility factor (i.e., 8S for BS and 8 for B , etc.).

R "R

SEC (SS S„)
2 2 Q (5-5)

5.l.l.l.l ~S«

The Strength factor, FS, is derived from the equation:

C N

S PHos
(5-6)

where PC is the median limit state load or stress, P~ is the normal

operating load or stress and PHos is the seismic load or stress. The

normal and the seismic loads (P> and PHos) are typically derived from

the seismic qualification reports or other information sources described

in Section 5.1.3. The calculation of the collapse or limit load, PC, is
a function of the failure mode for the specific equipment item. Equip-

ment failures can be classified into three categories:
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l. Elastic functional failures.
2. Brittle failures.
3. Ductile Failures.

Elastic functional failures involve the loss of intended function while
the component is stressed below its yield point. Examples of this type
of failure include:

l. Elastic buckling in tank walls and component supports.
2 Chatter and trip in electrical components.

3. Excessive blade deflection in fans.
4. Shaft seizure in pumps.

The limit state load for this type of a failure is defined as the load

or stress level where functional failure occurs.

Brittle failures are defined in this study as those failure modes which

have little or no system inelastic energy absorption capability. Exam-

ples of brittle type failures include:

l. Anchor bolt failures.
2. Component support weld failures.
3. Shear pin failures.

Each of these failure modes have the ability to absorb some inelastic
energy on the component level, but the plastic zone is very localized
and the system ductility for an anchor bolt or a support weld is very
small. Thus, the collapse load for a brittle failure mode is defined as

the median ultimate strength of the material. For example, consider a

transformer structure where failure of the anchor bolts has been deter-
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mined to be the critical failure mode. Under seismic loading, the
massive transformer will typically be str essed well below its yield
level while the bolts are being stressed well above the bolt yield
level. The amount of system inelastic energy absorption provided by

the bolts'lasticity is negligible when compared to the seismically-
induced kinetic energy of the transformer structure, and thus, these
bolts will fai 1 in a brittle mode once the ultimate bolt strength is
reached.

Ductile failures coincide much more closely with the structure failures
which were described in Chapter 4. Ductile failure modes are those in
which the structural system can absorb a significant amount of energy

through inelastic deformation. Examples of ductile failure modes

include:

1. Pressure boundary failure of piping
2. Structural failure of cable trays
3. Structural failure of ducting

The collapse toad for ductile failure modes is defined as the median

yield of strength of the material for tensile-type loading conditions.
Therefore, a factor is applied to the code specified minimum yield
strength value. Reference 28 gives the following to be appropriate
median increase factors for typical materials used in power plant con-

struction. More specific values can be used if supporting data are

avai 1 abl e.
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MATERIAL

Carbon 8 Stainless Steel
(Plate and Pipe)

1.25

Soft Bolts (aU ~ 60 ksi)

High Strength Bolts (aU > 100 ksi)

1.20

1.10

The code minimum value i s typical ly taken to be a 95K conf idence

. (-1.65BU) lower bound value.

For bending-type failure modes, the collapse load is defined as the
limit load or stress to develop a plastic hinge. Since failure does not
occur when the outer fibre begins to yield, a section factor is applied
to the capacity stress to represent the actual moment a member in bend-

ing can carry beyond the point of outer fibre yield. The median factor
for rectangular and heavy wall pipe sections is taken to be 1.5 based

upon the rules of the ASME Code. A section factor of 1.25 is estimated

to represent a -1.658U variation. Other cross sectional shapes have

section factors defined in Appendix A of the ASME Code. For both ten-
sion and bending failures, the ductility factor quantifies the inherent

safety factor above the collapse load to the failure threshold.

Each variable in Equations 5-6 has an associated lognormal probability
distribution to express its combined r andomness and uncertainty. To

find the overall variance on the Strength factor, a technique commonly

referred to as the "Second Moment Method" is utilized. The mean and

variance of a function comprised of lognormally distributed variables
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can be derived utilizing the moments (i.e., the mean and variances) of
the logarithms of the distribution of each variable (Reference 29). The

resulting equation for the logarithmic standard deviation on the
Strength factor derived from Equation 5-6 is given below:

'S =
C 'C + ( N C) 'Hos +

N 'N ( C H)
2 2 2 2 2 2 (5-7)

where:

BC
= Logarithmic standard deviation on the collapse

or limit load (stress) .

8H
= Logarithmic standard 'deviation on the seismic

load (stress).

B< Logarithmic standard deviation on the normal

load (stress).

For components qualified by test, the test response spectrum generally
envelopes the appropriate design floor spectrum by 10 percent or more

depending upon the frequency. The qualification shake-table tests are
intended to qualify the component both functionally and structurally for
the specified seismic environment. Thus, significant functional or
structural failures are not generally found during testing of the ver-
sion of the item to be placed in the plant. As a result, the qualifica-
tion tests do not constitute fragility tests and the component will
generally function satisfactorily up to some acceleration above the
qualification test level. For functional failures (i.e., relay chat-
ter), the acceleration level corresponding to failure cannot be assumed

to be significantly higher than the qualification acceleration and is
usually set at 1.2 times the test level when no significant chatter is
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noted during the test. For such failures, the test level is taken to be

a 95K confidence (-1.658) lower bound.

It should be noted that since fragility descriptions for tested equip-
ment are conservatively based upon the qualification tests rather than
an actual fragility test, tested equipment frequently show up in the
risk analysis as important contributors to risk. More accurate fragi 1-
ity descriptions for tested equipment require the testing of such com-

ponents to their malfunction level or specific structural analyses to
determine structural capacity. During Phase IIIA, several electrical
components shown to be significant contributors to risk in Phase II were
reevaluated.

5. 1. 1.1.2 Inelastic 'Ener Absor tion Factor

The inelastic energy absorption capability of an equipment component is
quantified by the Inelastic Energy Absorption or Ductility factor,
F . Brittle failure modes and functional failure modes are considered
to have a Ductility factor of 1.0, while ductile-type failure modes have
values of F which are a function of the deamplification in response due
to inelastic behavior. Section 4.1.2 of this report describes the
methodology utilized in deriving an appropriate Ductility factor for
Diablo Canyon. The Ductility factor is based on the Riddell-Newmark
methodology presented in Reference 8, updated to reflect the correlation
between earthquake magnitude and system ductility. The median equipment
Ductility factors and their variabilities are computed as a function of
the component's natural frequency, and are summarized below:

a. For the amplified acceleration range of the appropriate floor
spectra,
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where

q = 3 Ox)

r = 0.48xj

Percent of critical damping at failure.

y* = Effective ductility ratio

1.0 + CD (u - 1.0)

CD = Factor accounting for the earthquake duration;
For Diablo Canyon equipment, this factor equals
1.0, corresponding to moment resisting frames.

b. For the rigid (unamplified) range of the floor spectra,

~0.13

where y* i s as previously defined.

c. For the amplified acceleration range « f ( rigid range of the
floor spectra,

A log-log interpolation is applicable for ductile equipment
with natural frequencies in this range. A point at the
highest frequency of the smoothed and broadened amplified
acceleration region should be plotted using F from Equation
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5-8 and another point should be plotted at the lowest unam-

plified (rigid) frequency for the floor spectrum using Equa-

tion 5-9. A line drawn between these two points on log-log
graph paper will uniquely determine the Ductility factors in
this frequency range.

The ductility ratio, y, itself is based upon the recommendations given
in Reference 8. This reference gives a range of ductility values to be

used for design. The upper end of this range is considered to be a

median value. Engineering judgment is utilized to match the applicable
category from Reference 8 to a particular failure mode for the equipment

component. Although the element ductility of a component, particularly
those constructed of carbon or stainless steel, may be high (i.e., 10 to
20), the overall system ductility, u, used in determining F is general-
ly substantially less.

The variabilities for the median Ductility factor derivations are evalu-
ated by estimating a 1X probability (-2.338) that the actual Ductility
factor is less than l.0. Thus, the following equations determine the
composite variability, randomness and uncertainty, respectively.

s = —an(F)1

"C

g = 088
R vC
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5.1.1.2 E ui ment Res onse Factor

Similar to that for equipment capacity, the median factor of safety
related to equipment response, FER, is determined from an evaluation of
a number of variables. However, the evaluation of each variable is
dependent upon whether the equipment item was qualified for the seismic
event by static or dynamic analysis or by dynamic testing. The various
factors which make up the equipment response factor include:

1. The gualification method factor, F~M, comparing the accelera-
tions used in the design analysis or qualification test to
the actual design floor response spectrum for the reference
event.

2. The Spectral Shape factor, FSS, evaluating the conservatism
in the smoothing and broadening of the raw floor spectra and

the conservatism or unconservatism in the time-history gener-
ation of the floor spectra.

3. The Damping factor, FD, comparing the design equipment damp-

ing with the level of damping expected at or near failure of
the equipment component.

4. The Modeling factor, FN, assessing the uncertainty relative
to the ability of the mathematical model to accurately deter-
mine the actual fundamental frequencies of the equipment
modeled or the uncertainty related to the dynamic test bound-

ary conditions.

5. The Mode Combination factor, F~C, assessing the conservatism
or unconservatism in the mode combination methodology used in
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the design process or the ability of the test methodology to
simultaneously excite all modes of a component qualified by

test.

6. The Earthquake Component Combination factor, FECC, evaluating
the conservatism or unconservatism in the method used to
combine the responses from the various earthquake component

directions during the design analysis or the unconservatism

in the use of uniaxial or biaxial tests to duplicate actual
earthquake response.

The median equipment response factor, FER, then becomes:

v v v v v v v

ER QH SS 0 M MC ECC
(5-11)

5.1.1.2.1 E ui ment uglification Method Factor

The gualification Method factor is a measure of the conservatism or
unconservatism involved in the seismic qualification method used to
seismically qualify a component. There are three seismic qualification
methods which are typically used for nuclear plant equipment:

1. Static Analysis
2. Dynamic Analysis
3. Testing

5.1..2.1.1 ~Ri A

The static coefficient method is intended to be a conservative upper

bound method by which simple components may be qualified. Typically,
the peak spectral acceleration is multiplied by a coefficient (i.e., 1.0
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to 1.5) to account for multiple modes and this product is multiplied by
the weight of the component to determine an equivalent static load to be

applied at the subsystem center of gravity. If the component is com-

prised of more than one lumped mass, the same procedure may be applied
at each lumped mass point in the static model or may be applied as a

uniformly distributed load on the static model.

If the component is rigid (i.e., its fundamental frequency is above the
frequency where the response spectrum returns to the zero period accel-
eration), the degree of conservatism in the response level used for
design is the ratio of the specified static coefficient divided by the
zero period acceleration of the floor level where the equipment is
mounted. For such items, the variabilities due* to spectral shape,
combination of modal responses, damping, and for the most part, modeling
errors are eliminated.

If the equipment is flexible and responds predominantly in one mode, the
degree of conservatism is the ratio of the static coefficient to the
spectral acceleration at the equipment fundamental frequency. In con-
trast, if the flexible component is judged to exhibit several dynamic
modes, the response may be estimated on a mode-by-mode basis by esti-
mating the frequencies and participation factors for each mode. The
gualification Method factor is then the ratio of the static coefficient
response to the estimated dynamic response. The dynamic characteristic
factors which could be eliminated for rigid components must be con-
sidered for flexible equipment.

2.1.1...2 I~I

Response spectrum, mode superposition time-history, and direct integra-
tion time-history dynamic analysis methods may be applied in subsystem
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response analyses. Results from the response spectrum dynamic analysis
method are fudged to be median-centered. Similarly, the mode super-
position time-history method or the direct integration time-history
method are expected to give results which are median-centered assuming
that the response spectrum and time-history inputs are compatible.

The response spectrum method was extensively used for dynamic analysis
of components and systems within the Diablo Canyon Plant. If the ap-
plicable Diablo Canyon floor response spectra were utilized in the
design analysis, the qualification method factor, F~M, is equal to unity
and the uncertainty variability is zero. If conservative generic
spectra or envelope spectra were used to seismically qualify a com-.

ponent, F~M is the ratio of the spectral acceleration from the generic
spectrum divided by the spectral acceleration from the Diablo Canyon

Hosgri event design floor spectrum evaluated at the components'unda-
mental frequency or frequencies on a mode-by-mode basis.

For components qualified by analysis, the gualification Method factor is
computed, as described above, for each of the earthquake components

(both orthogonal horizontal directions and the vertical direction) with
the final value of F+ being an appropriately weighted average based

upon the importance of each earthquake direction in contributing to the
overall response of the component.

5. 1. 1.2.1.3 ~Test1n

In vibration testing, the test response spectrum generally envelopes the
required response spectrum by approximately ten percent or more depend-

ing on the frequency range. If the test response spectra are available
within the test report, the overtest safety factor is accounted for in
the Strength factor. The gualification Method factor, F, and varia-
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bility, sqM, will therefore be unity and zero, respectively. If the
component is qualified by testing and the actual test response spectra
are not available, F~M and B+ must be estimated, assuming a modest
amount of overtest and quantifying the variability in the assumption.

5.1. 1.2.2 E ui ment S ectral Sha e Factor

Floor response spectra for Diablo Canyon were computed by means of a

simplified time-history seismic analysis of the structure. The overall
dynamic response of each of the critical buildings was modeled by lump-
ing the mass of the structure and the rigidly attached components at
each floor level. The conservatism or unconservatism involved in devel-
oping the design floor response spectra from the ground response spectra
is quantified by means of the equipment Spectral Shape factor. The
conservatism or unconservatism involved in using the specified Diablo
Canyon design ground response spectrum in lieu of a median site-specific
spectrum is quantified in development of the Spectral Shape factor
associated with structural response.

The response spectrum method for equipment dynamic analysis is often
referred to as being conservative; however, the conservatism compared to
a time-history analysis is primarily due to the method used in develop-
ing the design floor spectrum. Spectra used for design purposes are
usually smoothed and the peaks are broadened such that the resulting
design spectrum is conservative. In addition, conservatism is generally
introduced in the development of the artificial time-history used to
create the floor response spectra. The combined effect of these two
conservatisms make up the equipment Spectral Shape factor.
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5.1.1.2.2.1 Peak Broadenin and Smoothin

The effect of smoothing and peak broadening varies wi th structure,
elevation, frequency and damping. For any particular frequency, this
peak broadening and smoothing safety factor can be computed as:

S (broadened and smoothed)
F

SS> S unbroadened and unsmoothed

where

FSS
= Spectral Shape factor due to peak broadening and smooth-l ing evaluated at the equipment frequency and design

damping

Sa = Spectral acceleration value

The variability in this factor is a function of how well the equipment

frequency can be defined. If the frequency can only be defined within a

certain range, then the variability is established by calculating the
range of FSSI values for the frequency range. Since the variability,
BSS, is due to the uncertainty in the frequency, it is considered to be

al 1 uncertainty.

For the Diablo Canyon plant, both smoothed and broadened design floor
spectra and raw (unsmoothed and unbroadened) spectra were available
having been generated from the time history analysis of the various
structures. Therefore the effects of smoothing and broadening could be

accurately determined for each equipment component evaluated based upon

its fundamental mode frequency.
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5. l.1.2.2.2 Artificial Time-Histor Generation

Studies have been conducted which show that conservatism is involved in
the current practice of generating floor spectra in structures using
artificial time-histories. These artificial time-histories result in
response spectra that conservatively envelope the applicable ground

spectra. For instance, Reference 31 indicates that the average U.S.

industry-generated artificial time-history tends to introduce about 10

percent conservatism except at high frequencies for which the conser-
vatism is about 20 percent at 33 Hz.

Comparisons made between the 5X and 7X damped Diablo Canyon .design
ground response spectra and the response spectra generated from the
synthetic Hosgri earthquake time-history used to compute in-structure
floor spectra indicate that the factor of conservatism due to the arti-
ficial earthquake time-history generation factor, FSS obtained directly

2
from such a comparison at the building fundamental frequencies is ap-

proximately unity.

The overall spectral shape factor, applicable to equipment qualified by

either analysis or tests, is generated by taking the product of the peak

broadening and smoothing factor times the artificial time-history
factor.

SS
=

SS 'S =
SS

1 2 1

5....3
(5-13)

The basis for the damping factor has been addressed in Section 3.3.2 of
this report in the discussion on system damping. Table 5-1 shows the
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damping values used for the Hosgri evaluation analysis of various types
of equipment associated with the Diablo Canyon Non-NSSS and NSSS Sys-

tems. Hedian damping values and their variabilities are a function of
the material, construction details, size and stress level. Reference 31

suggests that median damping for equipment at the SSE level for U.S.

plants is about five percent. Thus, for single-degree-of-freedom sys-
tems, the damping factor for equipment is:

FD = SaDD/SaDg (5-14)

where

SaDD = Spectral acceleration from the design floor spectra evalu-
ated at the equipment fundamental frequency using design

analysis damping.

SaD~ = Spectral acceleration from the design floor spectra evalu-
ated at the equipment fundamental frequency using the

expected median damping.

For multi-degree-of-freedom systems, Equation 5-14 can be altered to
reflect the su+nation of the spectral accelerations at each frequency
multiplied by their associated mass participation factors.

There is uncertainty variability in the median damping value and the
associated response that must be considered. It is indicated within
Reference 31 that for a median damping value of 5 percent, the minus one

logarithmic standard deviation value is about 3,5 percent. The uncer-

tainty in damping results in a logarithmic standard deviation on re-
sponse equal to:
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90 = Rn
U

S
= 3.55

where Sa
5 0Ã

is the 5 percent damped spectral acceleration and

Sa
3 5g is the 3 5 percent damped spectral acceleration taken at the

equipment fundamental frequency using the applicable floor response
spectra. The resulting logarithmic standard deviation on the damping
response factor, from Equation 5-15 above, is considered to be all
uncertainty.

For components qualified by test, the damping level achieved during the
test is by definition, the median value. Even though the actual test
damping level is unknown, the gualification Method factor for tested
equipment is based upon a comparison of the Test Response Spectra (TRS)
and the design floor spectra at like values of damping. Therefore, Fo
for tested components is unity and the randomness and uncertainty varia-
bi lities are zero.

5.1.1.2.4 Modelin Factor Anal sis and Boundar Conditions Factor
Testin

In any dynamic analysis, there is uncertainty in the computed response
due to assumptions made in modeling the component, modeling boundary
conditions, and representing material behavior. Modeling of complex
systems is usually conducted using nominal dimensions, weights, and

material properties and is done in such a manner that further refinement
of mesh size in a finite element representation will not significantly
alter the calculated response. Representation of boundary conditions in
a model may have a significant influence on the response. The misrepre-
sentation of boundary conditions in the dynamic model by assuming great-
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er or lesser stiffness or treating nonlinear gap effects linearly cannot
be quantified generically and each model must be treated specifically to
determine a response factor for modeling. If it is fudged that the
analyst has done his best 5ob of modeling, modeling accuracy is consid-
ered to be median-centered (i.e., F~ = 1.0) with the variability in each
of the modeling parameters amounting to variability in calculated mode

shapes and frequencies. The error in calculation of mode shapes and
frequencies then has an effect on the computed response.

For Diablo Canyon, the actual modeling variability is based upon an
assumed variation on the fundamental frequency computed in the design
analysis -or dynamic test. The frequency variation is represented by a

8'angingfrom 0.085 to 0.020 depending upon the qualification boundary
conditions. Similarly, there is uncertainty with regard to the actual
structural frequency determined during the finite element analysis of
the various structures. The variation on structure frequency is repre-
sented by a B ranging from 0.05 to 0.25 depending upon the failure mode

of interest (i.e., diaphragm mode, concrete shear wall mode, etc.). In
assessing the overall variability on response due to uncertainty in the
equipment and structural frequency, the corresponding values of s on

u
frequency are combined by SRSS to determine the frequency range of
interest. The variation in response which could occur in that frequency
range is taken to represent +le variation. The variability on response
in the range of frequency variation is taken to be all uncertainty.

The boundary conditions utilized in equipment seismic testing can be a

significant source of variability that, depends almost solely upon the
diligence of the test laboratory and the qualification. review organiza-
tion. In general, a component that is bolted to the floor in a nuclear
power plant and which is similarly bolted to a shake table for qualifi-
cation testing, will exhibit little variability in the response factor
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accounting for boundary conditions. Carelessness on the part of the
var ious organizations 1nvol ved in desi gn, fabr1cat1on, testing and

installation can result in a significant var1ability. For 1nstance, the
lack of a specified bolt torque at the mounting 1nterface can result 1n

a difference between the testing and installation condition which could
have a pronounced impact on the response factor. Where the component is
bolted to the test fixture during test and welded to embeddments on

1nstallation, the uncertainty on frequency 1s judged to be low.

The variability of the subsystem response due to test boundary condi-
tions comes primarily from differences in mode shape and frequency
shift. The variability of mode shape, frequency, and resulting response
due to boundary conditions varies considerably for different generic
types of equipment. For a large majority of tests conducted by reputa-
ble testing laboratories, the boundary condition factor is judged to be

1.0. Engineering judgment must be utilized in calculating boundary
condition factors for those cases where the component to test table
attachment mechanism is not representative of the actual in-plant condi-
tion. The variability is all uncertainty and can be derived from the
variability in spectral accelerations obtained from estimating confi-
dence bounds on the equipment frequency. The boundary condition uncer-
ta1nty is generally estimated to be about 0.11 based on values derived
in the SSMRP study (Reference 31).

5. 1.1.2.5 Mode Combination Factor Anal sis and S ectral Test Method
Factor Testin

The modal combination technique utilized for most current seismic design
analyses is the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares (SRSS) method-
ology. For some equipment such as p1ping, the 10K grouping method is
used to account for closely-spaced modes. The SRSS method is considered
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median-centered. The response factor For the combination of modes is
taken to be 1.0 for such analyses. The variability associated with mode

combination depends upon the complexity of the model. For multi-degree-
. of-freedom systems, Reference 31 recomnends that the coefficient of

variation (COV) due to mode combination be taken to be approximately
0. 15. For single-degree-of-freedom systems, the COV is by definition,
zero. The variability due to mode combination is considered to be all
randomness due to the random phasing of modes.

Synthesized time-histories are generally developed directly from the
Required Response Spectrum at most testing laboratories. A much better
approach, as recommended in Reference 32, is to synthesize a time-
history that corresponds to a power spectral density which closely
envelopes the RRS rather than make the direct step from the RRS to the
synthesized time-history. This approach tends to smooth out the input
time-history, resulting in less chance for an equipment mode to coincide
with a significant peak or valley. Reference 31 recommends a Spectral
Test Method factor of unity with a total variability of 0.20. The

variability is all uncertainty since the use of more accurate techniques
could eliminate most of the uncertainty.

For tested equipment which exhibit only one dynamic fundamental fre-
quency, a series of single frequency sine beat tests is gener ally con-

sidered adequate to excite the dynamic modes of the component to the
level of the Required Response Spectrum (RRS). However, such tests may

be unconservative for flexible equipment with multiple dynamic modes

since the modes are not simultaneously excited to the required levels.
The value of F<C is evaluated on a case-by-case basis considering an

estimate of the participation factor for each mode.
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5. l. 1.2.6 Earth uake Com onent Combination Factor Anal sis and
Multi-Directional Effects Factor Testin

Two methods of combining earthquake components hhve been determined to
provide approximate median-centered results. The first method is the
square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares (SRSS) and the second method is
the 100K, 40K, 40K method contained in Reference 13. Reference 13

recommends that the response be represented by combining the worst case
horizontal response with 40 percent of the orthogonal horizontal
response and 40 percent of the vertical response. The SRSS method must
be applied to the end item of interest, while the 100%, 40K, 40$ method
can be applied at the input seismic load stage or at the response stage
with equivalent results. For this reason, the 100Ã, 40%, 40Ã method-
ology is convenient when the responses from the three earthquake com-

ponent directions are not separately available. In the Diablo Canyon

equipment design analyses, earthquake components were generally combined

by the absolute sum of the worst horizontal plus the vertical method.
For this combination method, the magnitude of the Earthquake Component

Combination factor, FECC, depends on the orientation, failure mode, and

response characteristics of the equipment component under consideration.

A generic study was conducted to develop earthquake component combi-
nation response factors and their variabilities for common two- and

three-dimensional equipment idealizations. The amount of conservatism
or unconservatism and the associated variability on this factor are
generally a function of the following:

1. The number and direction of earthquake components which
affect the failure mode under consideration (e.g., piping
failures can be influenced by all three directional
responses, but a particular relay might fail due to a partic-
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ular horizontal seismic excitation while remaining unaffected
by the vertical and the other horizontal directions).

2. The amount of coupling that exists between directional re-
sponse (i.e, does an x direction excitation cause a response
in the y and z directions).

3. The relative magnitude of the response quantity attributed to
each of the earthquake component directions.

The variability involved in the phasing of the three earthquake direc-
tional components is considered to be all randomness, while the varia-
bility due to the degree of coupling involved between directions is
considered to be all uncertainty. Table 5-2 presents the earthquake
component combination response factors for the worst horizontal plus
vertical method which is most commonly applicable for Diablo Canyon

equipment.

The Multi-Directional Effects factor is a measure of the conservatism or
unconservatism and corresponding variability involved in testing the
three different earthquake directional components. Triaxial, biaxial
and uniaxial tests are the types of dynamic tests which are usually
conducted. A triaxial test is by definition, median-centered for all
failure modes.

Biaxial qualification tests are conducted by exciting the equipment in
one horizontal direction at a time along with the vertical direction,
using randomly phased input time-histories. Biaxial testing is conduct-
ed for most equipment qualified for nuclear service. A biaxial test is
judged to be median-centered for certain functional failures such as

relay chatter in an electrical cabinet but can be somewhat unconserva-
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tive for structural failures where either the two horizontal d1rections
or all three direction components contribute significantly to the fail-
ure response. The degree of unconservatism associated w1th b1ax1al
testing can be defined as the median response vector for biaxial testing
div1ded by the med1an three-axis response. The Multi-Directional Ef-
fects factor and its associated variabilities for random vibration
biaxial testing are:

Functional Failure

FMDE 1 o00

BR
= 0 00

SU
= 0 00

Structural Failure

FMDE 0 814

gR
= 0.00

BU
— 0.07

Uniaxial qualification tests, on the other hand, are conducted by test-
ing each of the three directions independently. A uniaxial test is, in
general, unconservative for all failure modes in that coupling and

phasing between the three-directional earthquake components is not
accounted for. The degree of unconservatism associated with uniaxial
testing can be defined as the median response vector for uniaxial test-
1ng divided by the median three-axis response. Thus the Multi-Direc-
tional Effects factor and its associated variabilities for uniaxial
testing are:

Functional Failure Structural Failure

FMDE 0 819

gR
= 0 00

'u = '-'9

FMDE
= 0 ~ 686

SR
= 000

BU
= 0.11
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As with FECC for components qualified by analysis, the variability due

to phasing is a function of the earthquake and thus, is all randomness

while the variability due to coupling and relative response magnitude is
all uncertainty.

5. 1.1.3 Structural Res onse Factors

The Structural Response factor, FSR, for equipment evaluates the effect
of the conservatism or unconservatism of the structural analysis on the
actual equipment response. Structural response factors as they relate
to structural capacity for the safety-related structures are described
in Section 4.8 of this report. The variables pertinent to the structur-
al response analyses used to generate floor spectra for equipment design
are the only variables of interest relative to equipment fragility. The

applicable variables for equipment from those analyses are:

1. Spectral shape

2. Damping

3. Modeling (mode shape)

4. Soil-Structure Interaction
5. Inelastic Response

6. Ratio of vertical to horizontal excitation

It should be noted that the combination of earthquake components is not
included in structural response since that variable is addressed for
specific equipment orientation in the treatment of equipment response.

Several of these response factors have different median values and

variabilities depending upon whether the structure is responding elas-
tically or is approaching its yield capacity at the point defining
equipment failure. Therefore, it is important to know the relationship
between the failure capacity of a particular equipment item and the

yield capacity of the structure in which it is located.
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Reference 10 recomnends the use of 5X damping to characterize the re-
sponse of reinforced concrete structures at the one-half yield condition
and 10Ã damping to characterize the response of such structures at or
just below the yield condition. The higher level of damping is general-
ly considered appropriate when the load level in the structure or struc-
tural element is greater than or equal to the three-quarter yield condi-
tion.

~I

Although the vast majority of equipment used in nuclear power plants are

acceleration sensitive, there are cases where equipment is displacement
sensitive. An example is that of interconnecting piping systems which

run between separate structures or enter a structure from an underground

pipe channel. In such cases, the inelastic response of the structure
may place greater loads on the piping system. Such systems for Diablo

Canyon have been designed with sufficient flexibility between fixed
anchors or between fixed anchors and rigid supports to accommodate

differential building motion.

Although acceleration response in the amplified region near the peak of
the floor response spectra tends to deamplify as the structure goes

inelastic, this is not necessarily the case in the higher frequency

ranges. Inelastic response above the peak frequency range is highly
structure and earthquake ground motion frequency content dependent and

may be either higher or lower than that predicted by the elastic model.

To account for the possibility that the actual high frequency inelastic
response is higher or lower than the elastic response, randomness and

uncertainty variabilities of 0.17 and 0. 10, respectively, are recommend-

ed based upon limited data.
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During the design analysis, certain assumptions are made regarding the
relative magnitudes of the horizontal and vertical components of earth-
quake. Reference 1 specifies that for Diablo Canyon, the vertical
component is assumed to be equal to two-thirds of the horizontal com-

ponent. In real earthquakes, the ratio of vertical to horizontal peak

ground motion may vary. Therefore, an assessment is made of the conser-

vatism or unconservatism in this design assumption and its randomness

variability. The effect of this assumption on Fy/H and BR is weighted

by the relative importance of the vertical earthquake on the overall
response. Generally, the ratio of peak vertical ground motion accelera-
tion to peak horizontal ground motion acceleration used for design is
judged to be median-centered when based on sound geotechnical studies.
For equipment qualified by analysis or tests

Fy/H = F 00

8U
= 0.0 (Unless component frequencies are unknown)

y/H

where

Bq R 0 Ln Rvp/RVMX C1 (0 401 for plnbln Cnngnn) (5 16)
1

/H

Ry = Ratio of vertical acceleration, Ay, to horizontal
D

acceleration AH, used for design (taken as 0.67 for
Diablo Canyon).

Ry = Maximum probable ratio of Ay/AH (taken as 1.5 for
HX

Diablo Canyon).
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CI = Coefficient reflecting the importance of the vertical
earthquake component to overall equipment response.

It should be noted that the structural response factors associated with
the behavior of the building are not appropriate for equipment located
at the basemat. In such cases, only the Spectral Shape, Soil-Structure
Interaction, and vertical to horizontal seismicity factors should be

included and the Spectral Shape factor must be recomputed at the equip-
ment fundamental frequency. Since the Structural Response factor is
frequently computed for structural elements located well up in the
structure, it is considered reasonable to interpolate between this value

and a value computed for the basemat for equipment located low in the
structure but above the basemat.. It should also be noted that the Soil-
Structure Interaction factor is only appropriate for failure modes

driven by the horizontal earthquake components and should not be in-
cluded for failure modes resulting from the vertical component of earth-
quake.

Information Sources

Several sources of information are utilized in a PRA from which plant-
specific and generic fragilities for equipment are developed. These

sources include:

1. Seismic gualification Design Reports

2. Seismic gualification Test Reports

3. Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR)

4. Seismic gualification Review Team (SgRT) Submittals
5. Past Earthquake Experience

6. United States Corps of Engineers Shock Test Reports

7 Specifications for the Seismic Design of Equipment
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The first four of these information sources are termed "plant-spec1fic"
since they pertain to specific equipment with1n the plant. The remain-

ing three information sources are termed "generic" since they constitute
data generated for similar types of equipment or are definit1ons of
design requirements, 1n lieu of actual des1gn results. Plant-specific
sources are preferred since they have been generated for the specific
items in question and their uncertainty level 1s reduced from those of
the gener1c sources.

Depending upon the uniqueness of the equipment, the failure mode, the
inelastic energy absorption capability of the equ1pment, and its dynam1c

characteristics, either a plant-speciFic or a generic derivation of the
fragility descr iption may be appropriate. The factors of safety rela-
tive to the Hosgri Earthquake are widely variable. In general, flexible
equipment such as piping, which possess the ability to undergo large
inelastic deformation, will have a factor of safety against failure of
many times the Hosgri Earthquake even if stressed to the maximum code

allowable stress. Such equipment is a prime cand1date for a gener1c

derivation of fragility. The increased uncertainty 1nherent in a gener-

ic derivation does not have much influence on the outcome of the seismic

risk analysis 1f large safety factors can be demonstrated. On the other
hand, 1f rig1d equ1pment with relatively brittle failure modes are

stressed to code allowable for the Hosgri Earthquake, the factor of
safety against failure may be considerably smaller and a generic treat-
ment may result in unsatisfactory risk predictions. Fortunately, plant-
specific analyses have shown that most rigid equipment have stresses
well below the allowable and large safety factors are present.
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Table 5-1. Comparison of Damping Values for Equipment

DAMPING (X OF CRITICAL)

EQUIPMENT TYPE

DDE

(REF. 1,2)

HOSGRI

(REF. 1,2)

FRAG ILITY

(REF. 8,11,12)

REACTOR COOLANT LOOP

MECHANICAI COMPONENTS

1.0

2.0

4.0

4.0

5.0

5.0

VITAL PIPING (< 12")

(> 12")

0.5
0.5

2.0
3.0

5.0
5.0

CABLE TRAYS 7.0 7.0 - 15.0 7.0 - 15.0
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Table 5-2. Earthquake Component Combination Factors (H~AX + V)

CASE DESCRIPTION
V
FECC BR

3D Case - All 3 directional components contribute
to failure

20 Case - Median Coupling - Both horizontal contribute
to failure

2D Case - Xo Coupling - Both horizontals contribute
to failure

20 Case - Median Coupling - 1 horizontal and the
vertical contribute to failure

2D Case - Xo Coupling - 1 horizontal and vertical
contribute to failure

10 Case - Any one of the directional components alone
is responsible for the failure

Systems of components for which any of the above cases
could apply (piping, cable trays, ducting, etc.)

0.96

0.87

0.71

1.07

1.00

1.00

0.96

0.12

0.10

0.06

0.09

0.03

0.0

0.12
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LOGNORMAL OISTRIBUTION

Some of the characteristics of the lognormal distribution which are
V

useful to keep in mind when generating estimates of A, 8R, and 8U are

summarized in References Al and A2. A random variable X is said to be

lognormally distributed if its natural logarithm Y given by:

Y = an (X) (A-1)

V V
is normally distributed with the mean of Y equal to an X where X is the .

'median of X, and with the standard deviation of Y equal to s, which will
be defined herein as the logarithmic standard deviation of X. Then, the

coefficient of variation, COV, is given by the relationship:

COV = exp (s )-12

For s values less than about 0.5, this equation becomes approximately:

COV = B (A-3)

and COV and s are often used interchangeably.

For a lognormal distribution, the median value is used as the character-

istic parameter of central tendency (50 percent of the values are above

the median value and 50 percent are below the median value). The

logarithmic standard deviation, B, or the coefficient of variation, COV,

is used as a measure of the dispersion of the distribution.
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V
The relationship between the median value, X, logarithmic standard
deviation, B, and any value x of the random variable can be expressed
as:

V
x = X exp (n.B) (A-4)

where q is the standardized Gaussian random variable, (mean zero, stan-
dard deviation one). Therefore, the frequency that X is less than any
value x'quals the frequency that n is less than q'here:

V
~an x'

B

C

I
Because n is a standardized Gaussian random variable, one can simply
enter standardized Gaussian tables to find the frequency that q is less
than n'hich equals the probability that X is less than x'. Using
cumulative distribution tables for the standardized Gaussian random

V
variable, it can be shown that X ~ exp (+B) value of a lognormal
distribution corresponds to the 84th percentile value (i.e., 84 percent

Vof the data fall below the +B value). The X ~ exp (-B) value
corresponds to the value for which 16 percent of the data fall below.

One implication of the usage of the lognormal distribution is that if A,
8, and C are independent lognormally distributed random variables, and

if
A' 8'

= q
C

(A-6)

where q, r, s and t are given constants, then D is also a lognormally
distributed random variable. Further, the median value of 0, denoted byV

20, and the logarithmic variance BD, which is the square of the log-
arithmic standard deviation, BD, of D, are given by:
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A ~ 8
V V

D =—q~t
C

(A-7)

and

(A-8)

V V V
where A, B, and C are the median values, and BA B8, and BC are the

logarithmic standard deviations of A, B, and C, respectively.

The formulation for fragility curves given by Equation 2-1 and shown in

Figure 2-1 and the use of the lognormal distribution enables easy

"development and expression of these curves and their uncertainty.

However, expression of uncertainty as shown in Figure 2-1 in which a

range of peak accelerations are presented for a given fai lure fraction
is not very usable in the systems analyses for frequency of radioactive

release. For the systems analyses, it is preferable to express uncer-

tainty in terms of a range of failure fractions (frequencies of failure)
for a given ground acceleration. Conversion from the one description of

uncertainty to the other is easily accomplished as illustrated in Figure

A-1 and sumnarized below.

Mi th perfect knowledge (i.e., only accounting for the random

variability, BA), the failure fraction, f(a), for a given acceleration a

can be obtained from:

V

~(q) o ~<n a A

BR
(A-g)

in which c( ~ ) is the standard Gaussian cumulative distribution function,

and BR is the logarithmic standard deviation associated with the under-

lying randomness of the capacity.
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For simplicity, denote f = f(a). Similarly, f's the failure fraction
associated with acceleration a', etc. Then, with perfect knowledge (no

uncertainty in the failure fractions), the ground acceleration a'orre-
sponding to a given frequency of failure f's given by:

Va'Aexp BRc'f ) (A-10)

The uncertainty in ground acceleration capacity corresponding to a given

frequency of failure as a result of uncertainty of the median capacity
can then be expressed by the following probability statement:

P A» a" ~f' e
antra" A

BU
(A-11)

in which P[A > a" [f'] represents the probability that the ground

acceleration A exceeds a" for a given failure fraction f'. This proba-

bility is shown shaded in Figure A-1. However, it is desirable to
transform this probability statement into a statement on the probability
that the failure fraction f is less than f'or a given ground acceler-
ation a", or in symbols P[f < f'[a"]. This probability is also shown

shaded in Figure A-1. It follows that:

P[f < f'a" ] = P[A > a" [f'] (A-12)

Thus, from Equations A-10 and A-11:

P[f < f'[a"] = 1 - e
an a"/A exp BR 4'f')

BU
(A-13)

from which:
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aU
(A-14)

which is the basic statement expressing the probability that the failure
fraction exceeds f'or a ground acceleration a" given the median ground'V
acceleration capacity A, and the logarithmic standard deviations BR

and s„ associated with randomness and uncertainty, respectively.

As an example, if:
V
A = 0.77, BR 0.36, SU 0.39

then from Equation A-14 for typical values of f and a".

P[f ) 0.5)a" = 0.40g] = 0.05

which says that there is a 5 percent probability that the failure fre-
quency exceeds 0.5 for a ground acceleration of 0.40g.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the late 1970's, a number of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA)

studies have been conducted on nuclear power plants. One of the results
observed from these PRA's is that seismic events play a significant role

in contributing to overall plant risk. How, since a large portion of

plant risk has been associated with earthquake events, seismic risk
analysis has itself become of paramount importance.

The primary objectives of a seismic risk analysis are to estimate the

frequencies of occurrence of earthquake-induced accidents and to

.identify key risk contributors. Because of the generally large

uncertainties associated with the fragilities of components, and because

of an earthquakes ability to fail these components in redundant systems,

one of the more important elements of a seismic risk analysis is the

calculation of component fragilities. Other key elements of the

analysis include:

1. the seismic hazard at the site

2. the response of plant systems and structures

3. plant systems and accident sequences, and

4. consequences.

In fragility analysis the main goal of the analyst is to estimate the

peak ground acceleration for which the seismic response of a component

exceeds the component capacity resulting in failure.
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This value is defined as the item's "ground acceleration capacity", A.

Because there is both inherent randomness and uncertainty due to
imperfect modeling of any system, component fragi lities have been cast
in a probabilistic format consisting of a median ground acceleration
capacity (A), and two random variables cR and cU. Thus, seismic
fragility (mathematical description of an item's ground acceleration
capacity) is given by:

A = A cRcU

in which cR and cU are random variables with unit medians values. These

variables represent the inherent randomness and uncertainty in the
median value, respectively (Kennedy, 1984). It is furthermore assumed

that c and cU are lognormally distributed with lognormal standard
deviations SR and 8U. With this format it is evident that a component s

fragility takes on meaning only when it is associated with a probability
level. Therefore, the formal definition of an item's seismic fragility
is given as the conditional frequency of failure for a given value of a

seismic response parameter (e.g., stress, deflection, and spectral
acceleration). This description enables the fragility curve to be

represented as a set of shifted curves with attached uncertainty levels
(Figure 1).

As part of an ongoing PRA for Diablo Canyon standard the method used for,
determining the seismic fragility parameters ((A, 8R, 8„)) for
components and structures has been verified by an independent approach.
The standard method, herein called the separation of variables approach,
makes certain assumptions which have not previously been

substantiated. Because of this, it was desired to perform an

independent, rigorous analysis in order to check the validity of the
method. In addition to checking the method, it was also desired to
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ascertain whether or not subsystem component failures were highly
correlated and whether or not the fragility curves could be cut off at

low levels of probability.

This appendix discusses and illustrates the results of a check

performed on the current state of the art technique used for estimating

the seismic response of subsystems for use in fragility analysis. The

separate issue of correlation between failure modes is addressed in

Appendix D.

This appendix presents a description of the separation of variables

technique. It then describes the method used for checking the technique

(Monte Carlo Simulation).and orients the reader with the system selected

for use in the simulation. The appendix then describes an importance

sampling technique used in obtaining the Monte Carlo trials. It then

describes in detail the procedures used in estimating the response

parameters for the sample system. Finally, it gives the reader the

results of both the simulation and the separation of variables analysis

completed on the same system. Some limitations of the study are that;

(1) only linear analyses are perf ormed, (2) no strength model was

checked, (3) only 200 Monte Carlo trial were used, and (4) only 25

earthquake time histories were used.

Se aration of Variables Techni ue

Most often in estimating the fragility parameters (A, BU, BR) the

analyst works in terms of a factor of safety, F, on ground acceleration

capacity above the safe shutdown earthquake level specified for design,

ASSE. This factor is defined as follows:

A = F A (2)
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ACTUAL CAPACITY
DESIGN RESPONSE OUE TO SSE

X
DESIGN RESPONSE DUE TO SSE
ACTUAL RESPONSE DUE TO SSE

(3)

The best estimate (median) factor of safety, F, is related to the median

ground acceleration capacity as:

V
F — A/ASSE

V
The logarithmic standard deviations of F are BU and 8R. These are

identical with those for the ground acceleration capacity A. In
essence, then, the process of formulating a fragility description for
any system is reduced to determining the median factor of safety above

design levels with the associated uncertainty and inherent randomness.

The most common method used in practice today for estimating these

fragility parameters is a first order second moment approach referred to
as the method of separation of variables (SOV). In this method, the

factor of safety, F, (Equation 3), is made up of three parts consisting
of a capacity factor, FC, a structure response factor, FRS, and an

equipment response (relative to the structure) factor FRE. Thus,

C RE RS
(5)

The separation of variables terminology comes from the fact that by

using this approach each of the three factors, may be calculated
independently.

Each of the factors is considered to be lognormally distributed with
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corresponding uncertainty measures BR (inherent randomness) and 8

(uncertainty). Following a first order second moment approach the
median value, F, and the total uncertainty, 8, on the factor of safety

c's

obtained as follows:

V V V V

C RE RS (6)

8 = (8
2 + B

2 + 8 2) 1/2
U UC URE U

8 = (8
2 + 8 2+ 8 2) 1/2

R
—

RC RRE RRS

8 = (8
2 + 8 2) 1/2

C U R

(8)

The use of the composite variability, BC, along with the median factor
of safety, F is often used as a single "best estimate" fragility curve
which does not explicitly separate out uncertainty from underlying
randomness (Figure 1).

The capacity factor, Fc, for equipment is the ratio of the acceleration
level at which the equipment fails to the seismic design level. The

factor is composed as the product of a strength factor, FS, and a

ductility factor F The nature of the capacity factor lends itself to a
0 ~

rather simple derivation and the methods used in obtaining it are
recognized as sound; therefore, this factor was not examined in this
study.

The equipment response factor, FRE, is the ratio of equipment response
calculated in design to the realistic equipment response. Both
responses are calculated using design floor spectra. When dynamic
analysis is used in the design, the equipment response factor may be

modeled as a product of factors influencing the response variability.

8-6
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FRE
=

FEC FgC F~ F~A F~ FQM

where: FQM
= factor accounting for variability introduced in response by

the qualification method (analytical procedure).

F~A = spectral shape factor representing the variability in
ground motion and the associated ground response spectra

F = damping factor representing the variability in response due
6

to difference in actual damping'nd design damping.

F< = modeling factor accounting for the uncertainty in response

due to modeling assumptions.

F~C = mode combination factor accounting for the variability in
response due to the method used in combining dynamic modes

of response.

FEC = earthquake component combination factor accounting for the
variability in response due to the method used in combining

the earthquake components.

The median and logarithmic standard deviation of FRE are expressed as:

and

V V V V V V V
FRE

=
FEC F~C FS FSA F~ FQg

2 2 1/2
BRE HAEC SIC

(10)

The logarithmic standard deviation, 8RE, is further broken down into a

random component, 8 , and a uncertainty component, BU.

B-7
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The structure response factor, FRS, is the ratio of structure response

used in design to the realistic, or median centered, structure
response. It is based on the structural properties which affect the
structure response at the desired location (for example, floor response

for equipment). The structure response factor is given as:

V V V V V

RS SA 5 M SS I (12)

where FSA = spectral shape factor

V
F = damping factor

6

V
FM = modeling factor

V

FSSI = soil structure interaction factor

FSA, F<, and FM are similar to those used in calculating the equipment

response factor. The soil structure interaction factor, FSSI, accounts
for any conservatism (or unconservatism) introduced into the design by

introducing improper boundary conditions at the soil level. The

lognormal standard deviation on uncertainty (8 ) and on randomness (BR)
are calculated as the square root of the sum of the squares of each

component's term:

8 =
(BSA + Be +

M
+

SSI ) (for both U and R)
2 2 2 2 1/2

Method for Checkin the SOV Techni ue

The fragility analyst is typically given no more information about a

piece of equipment than what is available to the designer. In addition
to the design of the item, the analyst usually is given floor spectra at
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di fferent damping levels (3, 5, 7 percent are common). Sometimes,

albeit infrequently, the analyst also has spectra which are not peak

smoothed and broadened. Using this information and sound engineering

judgement the analyst can make rather good estimates of a subsystems

fragility description with the separation of variables techniques.

A Monte Carlo simulation is a good way to check the separation of
variables approach usually taken by the analyst with his limited
information. Variables for the simulation should cover the
distributions on the inherent earthquake variability, the capacity
factor, the equipment response factor, and the structural response

factor. Primarily of interest, however, are the response factors. The

capacity factor is more deterministic by nature, since the distributions
on such strength characteristics as material properties are well
defined.

The distribution on response may be taken into account through a

simulation process by varying the following:

l. Earthquake Time Histories
2. Structure Frequency

3. Structure Damping

4. Equipment Frequency

5. Equipment Damping

Dynamic time history runs may then be run which yield distributions on

response. From this distribution, a median response factor,

V V V

R RS RE

and a composite uncertainty value, 8C, may be obtained. These values
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could then be compared to values computed using a SOV approach.

For the SOV approach spectra generated from the time history runs may be

used as input. The analyst must then use the equipment frequencies as

median centered and appr'oximate the safety (Equation 9 and 10) factors
in the same manner in which most fragi lities are calculated today. A

direct comparison of the two resulting distributions (Honte Carlo, SOV)

on response would then provide a check on the SOV approach.

S stem Selected

In order to provide a reasonable check on the SOV technique a generic
structure subsystem assembly is required. The ideal system would model

items of various natural frequencies at different locations on a site.
For simplicity, however, a system was selected which includes one

structure and four pieces of equipment located on two different floors.

~Eui ment

Components typically found in fragility analyses have fundamental

frequencies ranging from 3 hz to rigid. These items are most often
located on various floor levels and with different mounting schemes. In

order to adequately model these subsystems in the frequency range of
interest four items with central frequencies of 5, 8, 14 and 24 hz were

selected. Experience has shown that frequency may be modeled with a

lognormal distribution f5]. A lognormal standard deviation of 0.20 on

equipment frequency is reasonable. Hedian equipment damping was taken

as 5 percent of critical. Damping is also assumed to follow a lognormal

distribution with a lognormal standard deviation of 0.35. The four
items were located both high in the structure (elevation 140') and low

in the structure (elevation 100'). This arrangement accounted for the
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effect of location in the structure and later proved to be useful in the
correl ation analysis.

Table l. Equipment Parameters

Median
Value

Cut-off Range

Fr equency

Damping

5

8

14

24

.05

0.20
0.20

0.20

0.20

0.35

+2B

+2a

f2s
+2B

+2B

3.4 - 7.5
5.4 - 11.9

9.4 - 20.9
16.1 - 35.8
0.025 - .10

Structure

A simplified model representative of an auxiliary building was used as
the structural system. The model was a fixed base, five degree of
freedom, two dimensional representation of the Diablo Canyon auxiliary
building above basemat elevation. The fundamental frequency of the
building model was assumed as 8. 1 Hz which includes some frequency shift
due to softening of the building at higher shaking levels. In addition,
a lognormal distribution is assigned to stiffness with a lognormal
standard deviation (s) of 0.5, which results in a s on frequency of
0.25.
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Median structure damping at high response levels expected for equipment

failure is estimated as 7X of critical with an expected lognormal

standard deviation of 0.35.

Table 2. Structure Parameters

Hedian Cut-off Range

Frequency

Damping

8.1 hz

0.07

0.25

0.35

+28

+2s

4.9 - 13.4

0.035 - 0.14

In order to avoid unrealistic values on certain parameters (damping,

~'stiffness), the range of values allowed for any given sample set was

limited to a smaller range than a lognormal distribution would

generate. Cut-offs on individual parameters of +2s were used in this

study in order to circumvent this use of unrealistic values. The

resulting permissable ranges on the parameters are shown in the

preceeding Tables 1 and 2.

Honte Carlo Simulation

The total number of trials comprising the Monte Carlo Sample Space was

200. Time histories used consisted of horizontal components of

historical and numerically generated earthquake records. Orthogonal

records of pairs of horizontal components were treated as independent

records. In order to eliminate some variability due to differences in

earthquake energy content, and to accurately model a large scale event

each time history was scaled to an average 7X damped spectral

acceleration of 2.0 g from 5 to 14 hz. This frequency range is centered

on the fundamental frequency of the structure (8. 1 hz). The time

histories with scaling factors are shown in Table 3.

8-12
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In order to assure that the resulting distribution on response would be

densely populated in the region of interest (high response). Importance

sampling was used in generating the structure parameters. A weighting
function was selected which resulted in shifting the damping values

toward low values, and shifting the frequency of the equipment toward

resonance with the structure (8. 1 hz). The importance sampling

technique used is as follows:

Each parameter, y; is assumed to be lognormally distributed.

V
y.

~
= Y.exp (e.u.) (for j = n trials)

V
where Yi = median value for parameter i

B. = lognormal standard deviation for parameter il

= a specific trial from the standard normal function

The standard normal function is given as;

PDF: f{y) = o(q) = exp(-q /2)1 2

CDF: F(q) = c(p) = f" exp(-x /2)dx1 p 2

multiply the PDF (e(p)) by a weighting function 'M (p) to obtain a

weighted PDF

4'p) = „exp(-u /2) {14)

The weighting function selected in this case was:
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3.0

0.275

-1.2
-1

Figure 2. Weighting Function

~u

W(iJ) ~ 0.275

W(u) = -2.5),

W(>) = 3.0

for u a -0.11
for -0.11 > ) > -1.2
for -1.2 > t

(15)

Substituting these into Equation 14 and integrating yields the weighted

CDF:

c" () ) 3c'() ) for p < -1.2

4'(u) = 0.8505 - '0.9940 - exp(-u /2)]
2.5 r 2 for -1.2 < -.11

c ') ) = 1.0 - 0.275 c (-p)
0.725 + .275 c(>)

for -0.11 < y

Rewriting these into p for o'() ) gives:

c() ) = 1/3 c'(p) for o'(u) < -345
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u = - -2an f1.0026 e'(u) + 0.1413j for . 345 < c 'p) < .850 (16)

() e' -0725
0 .275 for .850 < c" (u)

These equations may then be used for determining the variable u to be

used in Equation 13 for generating trials. Sumnarizing, then, the
process for generating the random samples with importance sampling is as
follows:

1. Randomly select N trials for the weighted CDF, e'(p), using
random numbers from 0.0 to 1.0

2. Determine y from Equation 16 and the corresponding weight
(W ) from Equation 15ll

3. Determine parameter y; from Equation 13

The resulting distribution on the parameters is obtained by assigning
the probability of non-exceedance "P" or FZ(z') a value of:

n
P=F(z') = —

$ 1(y) ~

Z nil i Wy (17)

where I(y;) = 1.0 if yi < z'nd 0.0 if y. > z'

W(y-) = the weight corresponding to sample point yi (From
Equation 15)

n = number of trials

The final distribution on response of the subsystem, FZ(z'), (a function
of all four random variables) is dependent on the vector g, and is
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obtained by allowing the function l(y) to become I(g) and W(y) to become

W(g) therefore, the estimator P, for a given value z', becomes:

n

z ~'> =
n > '~~~) ~wg.n i=1

(18)

where I(gi) = 1.0 if z(y,.) < z'nd
0.0 if (g,.)

i

W(g ) = aW(yi) = W(y ) ~ W(y ) ~ ~ ~ W(y ) for independent y

P = is an estimate of P(Z < z') or FZ(z')

~ ~ n number of trials

Each sample set for the individual Random Variables (damping, frequency)
was generated using this method. An example set for equipment damping

is shown in Figure 3. From this figure one can see the effect of the

weighting in the tail ends of the distribution. The sample statistics
are also well preserved. The final sample statistics as generated for
all the parameters are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Honte Carlo Sample Statistics

Parameter Hedian Beta Value Bias

Structure
Structure
Equipment

5

8

14

24

Equipment

Frequency

Damping

Frequency

Damping

8.1
0.07

4.6
7.8

14.4

23.6

0.05

0. 24

0. 33

0. 18

0. 22

0. 21

0. 21

0. 30

1.0

1.0

0. 92

0. 98

1.03

0.98

1.0
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D namic Anal sis

A total number of 600 dynamic equipment time histories were made in
generating the final response sample set. A modified version of SAP IV

(MODSAP) was used for this purpose. The structural model was run 200

times (each time history was run 8 times). From each structural run,
the amplified response (acceleration time histories) was saved at
elevations 100 and 140 feet. These time histories were then used as

input for the equipment models and the maximum accelerations of the
equipment models were saved as the final response parameters.

For use in the SOV calculations floor response spectra were generated at
both floors (100'nd 140') for each time history using median structure
and equipment properties. The resulting set of 25 floor spectra were

then statistically analyzed to give median, 84% and upper bound curves

at both locations. This was done for 3, 5, and 7X of critical damping.

Estimation of Res onse Parameters

Separation of Variables Approach

Estimation of the peak responses were made using a separation of
variables (SOV) approach with spectra generated during the dynamic time

history runs (Figure 4). From Equations 9 and 12 the following factors
had to be accounted for:

Equipment:

1. Fm = Modeling Factor
2. F = Equipment Damping Factor

6
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Structure:

1. Fmc
= Modal Combination Factor

2. Fsa = Spectral Shape Factor

3. F = Structure Damping Factor
6

These factors account for the total variability in the equipment

structure assemblage as run in the Monte Carlo simulation. The values

obtained in the SOV approach are summarized in Table 5. All of the

other factors present in Equations 9 and 12 were assigned values of
unity with beta values of 0.0, since they were not introduced in

the'imulation.

The following paragraphs present the methodology used in calculating the

factors. The methods used in this study are more analytical in nature

than the general procedure; however, for purposes of comfirming the

validity of the SOV approach they are appropriate.

EQUIPMENT

Modelin Factor

The modeling factor has traditionally been defined as accounting for the

uncertainty in response due to modeling assumptions. One of the errors
which could be made in modeling any item would be to inaccurately
estimate the mass and stiffness characteristics. This would then lead

to uncertainty on the fundamental frequencies of that item. This

uncertainty on frequency should be accounted for in any response spectra

type of analysis.

8-18
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In a equipment-structure system the effect of miscalculating the

frequencies would be compounded. The floor spectra, which peaks at the

structures natural frequencies, would shift horizontally in accordance

with the best estimate of the fundamental frequency of the structure.
Likewise, for a subsystem which is responding primarily to motion

filtered through the structure a shift in frequency would be translated
into a shift along the median floor spectra curve (see Figure 5).. In

order to account for these shifts, the following procedure was followed:

1. Assume that the reported frequencies in the analysis are

median centered.

2. Use the ratio of the response parameter used in design to the
median value as the value of the modeling factor.

3. Assume that the distribution on the combined frequency shift
has a lognormal standard deviation of about 0.32. This comes

from the square root of the sum of the squares of the

lognormal standard deviations due to structure frequency

shift (0.25) and equipment frequency shift (0.20). This is
the same as the 8 value for the modeling factor.

4. Use spectral response (acceleration) at different discrete
frequency points along with the properties of the standard

5 ~

normal density function on frequency to arrive at a new

distribution on response.
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For example:

We are given the floor response spectrum in tabular form for a

particular elevation on which a piece of equipment is mounted. The

spectum has discrete values for response (r;) corresponding to each

frequency point (freq;); however, the frequency points are generally
evenly spaced on a logarithmic scale. The probability of response at a

given frequency can be approximated as follows:

R( i) ( i+1) ( i-1)

where: e is the Standard Normal Distribution Function

S~1= an

S ~ 1=an

(freq. + freq. 1)
2x

(freq, + freq.,)
2x

B

B

freq; is frequency at point i

xm is the median value for equipment frequency

B is the lognormal standard deviation on combined frequency shift
(0.32)

PR(ri) is the probability mass function (PMF) on response; that
is, the probability that R is equal to r; for some i.

Once the resul ting probabi 1 i ty mass functi on on response has been

determined the resulting statistics may be calculated through point
estimates or through an examination of the cumulative distribution. In
this study, the latter approach was used since the distribution on
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response was not well defined by a common analytical function. The main

descri ptors of the di stributi on are reported as a medi an value and

lognormal standard'eviation (s) in accordance with the central limit
theorem, and in following the development of the separation of variables
approach. The value of response lying at a cumulative probability of
50K was reported as the median value, and the value lying at a

cumulative probability of 84K was used in obtaining the lognormal

standard deviation:

x 50
= Median Value = xm

x 84
= 84K Value

and for lognormally distributed variables,

FX(xi)
c'n(x/x )

Therefore

FX(".84) = '
(.84) =

n(x.84/x )

8

an(x 84/x )

B

noting that c (.84) = 1.0 yields

e = an (x ,4/x,)

The equipment damping factor represents the variability in response due

to differences in actual damping and design damping. The factor is

8-21
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calculated using the ratio between the response value at the design

damping level to the median response value at 5X of critical at the

frequency of interest. For calculating the uncertainty due to equipment

damping, 5X of cri tical is considered median centered, and 3K of

critical is judged to lie at a cumulative probability of 92.8X (1.46B):

RESPONSE AT DESIGN DAMPING LEVEL
RESPONSE AT 5 OF CRITICAL DAMPING

B = an(R3/5) / 1.46

where R3/5 ratio of 3X damped response to 5X damped response

STRUCTURE

Modal Combination

The modal combination factor for structures is defined as that factor
which accounts for the variability in response due to the method used in
combining dynamic modes of response. According to Newmark the SRSS of
modes is judged to be median centered. The value of the factor is then

taken as the value of the response used in design to that value obtained

using the SRSS of modal responses.

Fmc = Response from design / SRSS response

In this study, the absolute sum of modal response was estimated to lie
at a cumulative probability of +3B from the median (SRSS). Therefore,

the variability due to modal combination may be estimated through the

following equation:

B = (-1/3) an (Absolute Sum Response / SRSS Response)

B-22
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S ectral Sha e

The spectral shape factor accounts for the variability in ground motion

and the associated ground response spectra. In most fragility analysis
performed using design spectra, this factor also accounts for any

conservatism introduced due to smoothing and broadening of spectra. In
this study, the ground spectra resulting from the 25 time histories run

using median damping (7X for structures) were statistically analyzed.
The resulting distribution on ground spectra was used as a basis for
estimating the median and 84'round spectra. With this information the
distribution parameters for the spectral shape factor were calculated as

'follows:

Fsa = design spectra response / median spectra response

Bsa = an (Sa 84/Sa 5O)

where Sa 84
= Spectral acceleration value lying at a cumulative

probability of 84K

Sa 5O
= Spectral acceleration value lying at a cumulative

probability of 50K.

Of course the beta value is dependent upon frequency along the ground

spectra curve. In order to account for this variation, the average beta

value in the frequency range 3 to 30 hertz is recommended or a gR of
about 0.7 on spectral shape (see for instance Figure 1). This is the

value which was used in this study.
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~0mn in

The structural damping factor, like the equipment damping factor,
accounts for the variability in response due to differences in median

and design damping. In practice this factor is usually estimated since
the floor response spectra are obtained from dynamic analyses of the
structural system made at a constant damping value. One method for
estimating this factor is to use a ratio of spectra amplification
factors at difference damping values [7]. The most correct method,
however, would be a comparison of median response values obtained
through dynamic analyses completed on the structural system at different
damping values. In this study, the floor response spectra corresponding

"to structural damping at 3X, 5X, and 7X of critical were obtained for
one time history. The response at 7X structure damping was considered
median, while the responses at 3X and 5X were considered to lie at 0.96B
and 2.42B from the median respectively. The distribution parameters on

the structural damping factor were therefore calculated as:

F = Response at design spectrum / Response at spectrum generated
using 7X structure damping

B = k,n(R3/7) / 2.42

where: R3/7 is the ratio of response due to 3X structure damping to
response due to 7X structure damping

Results

The values for the factors calculated in the SOY approach are sumoarized
in Table 5. The resulting lognormal distribution parameters were

obtained through Equations 9 and 12.
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From the Honte Carlo simulation a sample of maximum response values at
each item was obtained and a cumulative distribution function was

plotted. The sample statistics were then calculated for each item and

the results were compared to those obtained in the SOV approach. The

resulting sample statistics are shown in Table 6.

Figures 6 through 13 show the cumulative distribution plots on response

for each item at different elevations. The abscissa on each plot is one

minus the standard normal variate corresponding to the paired value of
acceleration at that point. From this value, one may calculate the
exceedance value corresponding to the level of acceleration at that
particular point. That is:

P(X > xi) = 1 - c(si) = 4(-si)

where: e is the standard normal distribution function (Tabulated in
most texts on probability)

s is the standard normal variate, for lognormally distributed
variables the transformation is:

si = [an(xi/x )] / 8

xm is the median value of x

8 is the lognormal standard deviation for X

Superimposed on these plots are the resulting lognormal distributions
estimated through; (1) a stati stical analysi s of the Honte Carlo
simulation sample set and 2) the analytical separation of variables
approach.
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Conclusions

Both the table on statistics (Table 6) and the plots (Figures 6-13) show

that the method of separation of variables is accurate in the region

examined (that is from xm to 3B). This is good because this shows that

approximate analytical techniques may justifiably be employed in

arriving at final subsystem fragility estimates. The Monte Carlo method

used in this study is very time consuming and involves extensive finite
element analysis performed on a digital computer. With the number of

trials needed to provide a reasonable data base the associated computer

costs can become very high in a short period of time. The analytical

.approach, however, is easy to implement and takes relatively little time

to complete. With practice, coupled with good design deocumentation, an

items complete fragility description may be obtained in less than a day

using the separation of variables approach.
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Table 3. Earthquake Time Histpries

EARTHQUAKE
DATE

MAGNITUDE RUPTURE

HECHANISM
RECORDING STAT ION

SITE CONOITONS
DISTANCE

T. HISTORY
NUMBER COHP PEAK PEAK

ACCEL. VELOC.
(G) (CH/SEC)

V/A
CH/SEC

G

-
~ ORIGINAL RECORD MOD IF IEO RECORD

PEAK PEAK
ACCEL. VELOC.

(G) (CM/SEC)

V/A
CH/SEC

G

S 13-8 5
Hl
(G)

SCALING
FACTOR
TO 2.OG

(5-14Hl)
GAlLI,U.S.S.R.
MAY 1976

TABAS, IRAN
16 SEP 1978

SAN FERNANDO, CA

09 FEB 1971

HS$ 7.0
ML = 6.4

HS $ 7.5
ML = 6.6

HS * 6.6
HL $ 6.4

THRUST

THRUST

THRUST

KARAKYRPOINT
ROCK/STIFF ALLW.
4 KH

TABAS STIFF
ALLUV./ROCK
3 KH

PACOIMA DAM

ROCK I KH

LAKE HUGHES lI2
ROCK 20 KH

EAST
MORT

TRAN

LONG

SI4H
H76M

N2IE
N69M

0. 70
0.66

0. 70
0.81

1.17
1.08

0.37
0.29

47.2
44.4

105
91.5

114
58.3

14.7
12.8

68
68

150
113

97
54

40
44

0.70
0.66

0.70
0.81

1.17
1.08

0.94
0.72

47.2
44.4

105
91.5

114
58 '

36.8
12.0

68
68

150
113

97
54

40
44

1.33

2.33

1.90

2.23

1.38
1.41

1.11
1.08

1.19
1.23

1.05
1.31

CASTAIC

ST IFF ALLUVIUH
25 KM

N69N 0.29 27.8 96 0.92 89.0 96 1.51

IMPERIAL VALLEY, CA
13 OCT 1979

PARKFIELO, CA
27 JUN 1966

HORGAN HILL, CA
24 APR 1984

COALINGA, CA
02 HAY 1983

TABAS, IRAN
16 SEP 1978

HOSGRI

HS = 6.9
HL * 6.6

HS $ 6.4
HL $ 5.6

HS = 6.1
ML $ 6.5

HS $ 6.7
HL $ 6.5

MS $ 7.5
HL 6.6

HS = 7.0

HS = 7.0

STRIKE-
SLIP

STRIKE-
SLIP

STRIKE-
SLIP

THRUST

THRUST

STRIKE-
SL IP
BILATERAL
STRIKE-
SL IP
UNILATERAL

DIFFERENTIAL ARRAY
DEEP ALLUVIUM
5 KM

EL CENTRO I4
DEEP,ALLWIUM
4 KH

TEHBLOR
ROCK 10 KH

COYOTE LAKE OAH

ROCK 6 KM

PLEASANT VALLEY PUMP

STAT ION (SHI TCHYARO)
STIFF ALLUV./ROCK

,10 KM

OAYHOOK (T)
ROCK (L) 17 KH

10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17

18
s 19

20
21

22
23

24
25

NODE

N9(N

SSOH
540E

N65H
525M

N7$l
SI SN

N43E
545E

HIDE
NBOH

NORTH

EAST

NORTH

EAST

0.49
0.35

0. 37
0.49

0.28
0.41

1. 30
0.71

0.61
0.$ 3

0. 39
0. 39

42.5
67.8

77.6
37.1

14.5
22.5

79.7
51.9

73.9
P9.5

27.5
36.7

87
192

210
76

51
55

61
73

121
75

70
97

0.37
0.51

0.37
0.33

0.55
0.70

1.66
0.89

0.85
0.74

0.66
0.64

31. 7

40.2

34.8
31.0

47.9
58. 7

124
85.7

103
55.3

46.8
62.4

56
78

94
58

87
83

74
97

121
75

70
97

1.45

0.92

1.23

1.99

1.90

1.43

1.81
1.45

3.25
2.08

2.18
1.98

0.97
1.74

1.43
1.44

1.93
1.30

2.60
2.05

2.55
2.04
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Table 5. Factors and Uncertainties from Separation of Variables Approach

COMPONENT AND LOCATION

FACTOR 5HZ BHZ 14HZ 24HZ COMMENTS

100'40'00'40'00'40'00'40'ARTHQUAKE

VARIABILITY

(SPECTRAL SHAPE)

HODAL COHB IN.

0.19

0.18

0.19 0.19 0.19

0.07 0.18 0.07

0.19

0.18

0.19 0.19

0.07 0.18

0.19

0. 07

(1) HED=1.0

(2) MED=1.0

SUM 0.26 0.20 0.26 0.20 0.26 0. 20 0.20 0. 20 SRSS (1,2)

HODELING

FACTOR

2.9
0.16

3.8
0.48

3.0
0.25

5.3
0. 41

1.7

0.18
'.5

0. 53

1.4
0.10

2.1
0. 13

(MEDIAN�)

(a)

STRUCTURE

DAMPING

0.01 0.03 0.16 0.18 0.07 0.15 0.11 0.10 HE 0 IAN=1. 0

EQUIPME~T

DAHP ING

0.05 0.08 O.ll 0.18 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00 MEDIAN=1.0

TOTAI 8

HEDIAN

+2. 4a

0.31

2.9
6.1

0. 53

3.8
13. 6

0.41

3.0
8.0

0. 52

5.3
18. 6

0.32

1.7

3.7

0. 59

2.5
10.2

0.30

1;4
2.9

0.26

2.1
3.9

B-28
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Table 6. Comparison of DistribUtion Parameters (Median, e)

COMPONENT AND LOCATION

h1ETHOD PARAM 5HZ BHZ 14HZ 24HZ

100
'40'00'40'00'40'00'40'.O.V.

0.30

APPROX MEDIAN 2.9 4.0
0.49

3.2 6. 2 1.7

0.45 0.54 0.29

3.0
0.43

1,4

0.23

2.2
0.25

S.O.Y.,: 0.31

ANALYTICALMEDIAN 2.9 3.8
0.53

3.0
0.41

5.3
0. 52

1.7

0.32

2.5
0.59

1.4

0.30

2.1
0.26

DATA

FIT

MEDIAN 2.8
0.30

3.8
0.50

2.9
0.40

5.7

0. 53

1.7

0.24

3.0
0. 41

1.3

0.21

2.3
0.21

B-29
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APPENDIX C

TURBINE BUILDING NONLINEAR ANALYSIS
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C.1 Descri tion of Problem

In Phase II of the Long Term Seismic Program (LTSP) for the Diablo
Canyon Power Plant, the median seismic capacities of the civil
structures were demonstrated to be quite high; above the 7g spectral
acceleration cut-off except the turbine building. In addition, the
Phase II fragility contained considerable uncertainty as a result of the
unknown inelastic seismic load distribution between the major shear

walls for seismic responses in the east-west direction.

Consequently, in Phase IIIA a simplified two dimensional inelastic model

of the turbine building was developed to investigate the structure
loads, load distributions and story drifts as well as develop in-
structure response spectra for the structure at response levels close to
failure. The model permitted inelastic response in the major E-W shear

walls (Column Lines 19 and 31), the operating floor at EL 140', and the ..

turbine pedestal, and allowed impact between the operating floor and the
turbine pedestal. The computer code DRAIH-2D was used to perform the
nonlinear time history analyses. A series of nonlinear analyses were

performed with varying structure properties and earthquake ground motion

in order to establish the turbine building median capacity and to obtain
a better estimate on the uncertainty and randomness associated with the

median capacity. The effects of uncertainty on important structure
properties such as damping, stiffness and strength of the structural
elements on the variability of the dynamic responses were considered by

using the Monte Carlo technique. Randomness of the dynamic responses

due to characteristics of earthquake ground motion was accounted for by

using the 25 earthquake records which were used in the separation of
variables (Appendix B) study. The median capacity of the turbine
building was established using the shear story drift criteria which is
an important indicator of structural damage of concrete shear walls.

C-2
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C.2 Descri tion of the D namic Model

The Uni t 2 turbine bui lding dynamic lumped mass model for the E-W

response is presented in Figure C-1 and is superimposed on a schematic
illustration of the turbine building in Figure C-2. This simplified
two-dimensional model includes the two major E-W shear walls at column
lines 19 and 31, the operating floor slabs at elevation 140', the
turbine pedestal, and the gaps between the operating floor and the
turbine pedestal represented by two gap elements. Floor and tributary
wall mass was lumped at the floor elevations. Shear elements connecting
the nodes were used to represent the properties of the shear walls at
each story, the operating floor and the turbine pedestal. No soil-
structure interaction effect was considered and a fixed base model was

developed. Nodal coordinates of the model are given in Table C-l.

C.2.1 Mass Modelin

In developing the mathematical model, the mass of the structure was

lumped at major floor elevations in accordance with conventional
practice. The tributary wall mass was included. The effective mass of
each of the beam-like portions of the operating floor diaphragm spanning
from walls at lines 19 and 31, the slab between column lines 31 and 35,
and the turbine pedestal was developed by the Diablo Canyon Project
civil group (Reference C-1) for a single mass representation of each of
these elements. The nodal masses of each lumped mass considered in the
model are presented in Table C-2.

C-3
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C.2.2 Stiffness Nodelin

In computing the individual wall sti ffnesses, the fol 1 owing medi an

concrete properties were used:

E ~ 6.67 x 10 ksf5

G ~ 2.85 x 10 ksf5

v = 0.17

J

The uncracked flexural and shear stiffnesses of each story wall were
I

computed by using the following equations:

Flexural stiffness,

Shear stiffness,

K
12EI

f L3

A„G
K

s L

where Av and I are shear area and moment of inertia of the story wall

and L is the height of the story. Effects of major cutouts in the wall
such as door openings were considered in the stiffness calculations. No

provisions were made for the additional stiffness of the embedded steel
columns in the shear walls. This effect is expected to be small and

tends to be offset by the stiffness decrease due to the displace
concrete. The median effective wall stiffnesses accounting for cracking

of the concrete and shear shape factor were estimated to be half of the

uncracked stiffnesses. Table C-3 presents the effective wall stiffnesses
of shear walls at lines 19 and 31.

For reinforced concrete shear walls which yield in shear under load

reversals, pinching behavior is noted in the hysteresis loops due to
opening and closing of the shear cracks. As shear cracks open wider and

damage to the concrete increases, the concrete contribution to the shear

C-4
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resistance decreases. A typical shear force-deformation diagram
obtained during a structural wall test is shown in Figure C-3. This
figure clearly illustrates the stiffness degradation and pinching of the
hysteresis loops for a wall under the reverse cyclic loading. As a

result, less hysteresis energy can be dissipated per cycle.

This pinching behavior of reinforced concrete shear walls failing in
shear cannot be adequately modeled by either the bilinear or Takeda
model. The inelastic shear element in the NTS version of the DRAIN code
has a hysteretic behavior which realistically models the pinching
behavior discussed above. The shear deformation hysteretic behavior of
this inelastic shear element is defined by a set of 10 rules (Reference
C-2) and is schematically shown in Figure C-4. Thus, each story of the
walls at line 19 and line 31 was modeled by the DRAIN inelastic shear
element in series with an element which has only flexural stiffness as

shown in Figure C-1. This enables the separation of the shear
deformation from the flexural deformation of the wall. The, length of
the inelastic shear element was limited to a very small fraction (0.01)
of the story height in order to preserve the correct force-deflection
properties of the flexural element.

The primary loading curve for the DRAIN inelastic shear element is shown

in Figure C-5. The parameters used to define the primary loading curve
are the effective shear stiffness, Ke, the second slope sKe (s = 0.03)
after yielding, and the yield shear force V . Other parameters used in
the rules of the hysteretic behavior are:

Unloading stiffness parameter = 0.35
Strength degradation parameter = 0.95

C-5
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For the operating floor and the turbine pedestal which were assumed to
have flexural failure (Reference C-1) and the shear wall finite elements

which have only flexural stiffness, the Takeda model with an unloading
stiffness parameter, a, of 0.35 was used to represent the hysteretic
behavior. The primary loading curves for the wall flexural elements are

similar to that shown in Figure C-5. The effective flexural stiffnesses
of these elements are given in Table C-3. The force-deformation curves

for the operating floor diaphragm and the turbine pedestal were

developed by the DCP civil group (Reference C-1) and are shown in
Figures C-6 and C-7. The curves for the operating floor diaphragm

account for different extent of concrete cracking at different load

levels. Slightly different force-deformation curves were developed for
'east to west and west to east responses of the beam-like portions of the
operating floor diaphragm due to nonuniform structural configurations.
For the DRAIN input, the operating floor diaphragm force-deformation
curve was approximated by a bilinear curve as shown in Figure C-6.

Also, the same bilinear curve was used for both east to west and west to
east responses of the diaphragm.

The impact between the operating diaphragm and the turbine pedestal was

modeled by using the gap elements in DRAIN as shown in Figure C-1. At

each time step, the gap element was checked for closing or opening and

the stiffness was adjusted accordingly. The force-deformation curve of
the gap element is shown in Figure C-S,.

C.2. 3 Stren th Modelin

The yield shear force, V , in the primary loading curve of the shear

wall element shown in Figure C-5 was defined as the shear force resisted
by concrete only. Beyond V , additional shear is taken by the wall
reinforcing steel. The concrete and wall reinforcing steel shear

C-6
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capacities were evaluated by using the approach given in Section
4. 1. 1.3. Additional shear can be resisted by the embedded steel columns

acting as dowels. One approach which converts the steel columns into
equivalent concrete areas was considered to give median estimate of
additional shear strength contributed by these columns.

The flexural capacities of the walls were evaluated by using Equation 4-
10 with the effect of steel columns included. Contribution of the steel
columns was limited by the column splices and anchor bolts. After the
wall flexural capacities were evaluated, equivalent yield shear forces
were estimated by using the elastic loads in the walls. These

equivalent yield shear forces were used to define the primary loading
curves for the the DRAIN wall elements which have flexural stiffness
only. Table C-4 presents the yield shear forces of all the DRAIN

elements for Walls 19 and 31.

C.3 Variabilit of Structure Pro erties

In order to study the dispersion in the response due to uncertainty in
structure properties, a Monte Carlo technique was used in the turbine
building nonlinear analysis. Important structure variables which would
affect the structure response are: damping, stiffness, and strength.
All three variables were assumed to have lognormal distributions with
median and logarithmic standard deviations given below:

VARIABLE MEDIAN

LOGARITHMIC STANDARD

DE VIATION

DAMPING

STIFFNESS FACTOR

STRENGTH FACTOR

7X

1.0
1.0

0.35
0.50
0.25

C-7
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Note that the stiffness and strength factors were used to scale the
median stiffnesses and median strengths of the structural elements of
the nonlinear model presented in Section C.2.

With the distributions defined, a value was then drawn at random from
the distribution of each variable. For the turbine building nonlinear
model, it was assumed that the stiffnesses and strengths of the .two

major shear walls cannot vary independently. However, among the walls,
operating floor and the turbine pedestal the structure properties can
vary independently. Table C-5 presents 50 sets of random variables for
damping, stiffness factor and strength factor based on the above

approach. Each set of these random numbers was used „to adjust the
median structure properties of the nonlinear model for a DRAIN analysis.

For the nonlinear time history analyses using DRAIN, the damping matrix
is assumed to be of the following form:

[C] = ~[a] + 8[<]

where

[C] = system damping matrix

[M] = system mass matrix

[K] = system stiffness matrix

a,g = damping parameters

C-8
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For reinforced concrete structures at or just below the yield point,
Reference C-3 recommends damping values between 7 and 10K of critical
damping, the higher value being an average. However, energy dissipation
when a structure goes into nonlinear response is primarily due to the
hysteresis loops of the resistance function. To avoid possible double-
counting of the hysteresis energy dissipation, the lower value, 7X was

used for the median material damping in the study with potentially some

resulting conservatism. For the material damping value generated for
each Monte Carlo trial shown in Table C-5, a set of a and B damping
parameters was selected by using the following equation:

x = damping ratio at frequency f

= —+ 8mf
a

4mf

The elastic natural frequencies of the turbine building DRAIN model for
the given median structure properties are presented in Table C-6. For
each Monte Carlo trial, the natural frequencies were estimated by
scaling these median natural frequencies by the square roots of the
appropriate stiffness factors.

C.4 Earth uake Ground Motion In ut

The earthquake time history records used as input for the turbine
building nonlinear analysis were the same 25 records used in the
separation of variables check study (Appendix B). These records were
representative of time histories which could be expected at the Diablo
Canyon site for earthquakes with spectral accelerations of about 2 to
2.5g in the 3 to 8.5 Hz range. Use of these records in the time history
analyses provided an estimate of variability of the structure response
due to randomness of the input ground motion.
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In preparing to input to DRAIN, the length of these earthquake records
were reduced based on the 5-75K energy portions of the record which was

recommended in Reference C-2. As a result, significant reductions in
computation times were realized. The adequacy of the 5-75K energy

fraction was demonstrated in Figures C-9 and C-10 where ground response

spectra of the full length record and the truncated record of two

earthquake time histories were compared.

C.5 Nonlinear Anal ses

A series of DRAIN nonlinear analyses were performed with the turbine
building inelastic model in order to establish the median capacity and

the variabilities. Yariability in the structure response due to
randomness in earthquake motion was included by using the 25

representative earthquake time histories as input ground motion. Three

levels of input ground motion were considered for the nonlinear
analyses. Each of the 25 records was scaled such that the 5X damped

spectral acceleration averaged over the 3 to 8.5Hz frequency range was

at 3g, 4g or 6g. For each specified level of input ground motion, a

total of 50 Monte Carlo trials (DRAIN runs} were made. The 25 scaled

records were used as input ground motion for trials 1 through 25 and

were repeated for trials 26 through 50. For each of the 50 trials,
structure properties were varied as discussed in Section C.3 in order to
study the dispersion on the structure response due to variability of
structure properties. Additional DRAIN runs with median structure
properties were performed in order to separate variabilities on the
repsonse due to uncertainty and randomness. The 25 scaled records were

used as input such that variability due to earthquake randomness alone

can be established. The following table suamarizes all the DRAIN runs

performed in the turbine building nonlinear study.
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SPECTRAL ACCELERATION LEVELS

3g 4g

VARY EARTHQUAKE MOTION

AND STRUCTURE PROPERTIES 50 RUNS 50 RUNS 50 RUNS

VARY EARTHQUAKE MOTION

ONi Y 25 RUNS 25 RUNS

For all nonlinear analyses, the direct integration of the equations of

motion was performed using a technique which assumes constant

acceleration within the time step. This method has the advantage of
'being stable for all frequencies and time steps and of not 1ntroducing

damping into the system. The disadvantage of this method is that
smaller 1ntegration time steps may be necessary than would be needed for
more sophisticated integrat1on methods. An integration time step of

0.005 seconds was utilized. This time step is generally expected to

provide good accuracy for frequencies up to about 40 Hz. As a check on

the accuracy of the selected time step, a sample analysis was performed

using a time step of 0.0025 seconds. A comparison of structure response

1nd1cated that differences 1n quantities of 1nterest were not

significant so that the larger time step was judged to be adequate. At

higher spectral acceleration levels, smaller time step size of 0.0025

seconds was used for some trials in order to achieve better convergence.

C.6 Structure Res onse

C.6.1 Stor Drift Criteria

In do1ng a seismic fragility analysis, the factor of safety and the

response levels have mainly been measured by stress or force
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amplitudes. The seismic forces were generally estimated from the
ductility modified response spectrum method and the structure strength
was evaluated by using equations developed from test results such as the
case for shear capacity of concrete shear walls. The estimated shear
strength does not reflect the actual load level at which the wall
collapses under the lateral force. Instead, this capacity predicts the
load which damages the wall to the extent that equipment supported on
the wall could lose its anchorage. For the turbine building walls at
lines 19 and 31 where there is no safety-related equipment supported,
the median capacity estimated by this approach tends to be conservative.

An alternative approach which is considered to be appropriate to use for
estimating the turbine building shear wall median capacity is based on
the shear story drift. The shear story drift is defined as the relative
shear deformation of the wall between floors divided by the story
height. Measurements in the laboratory and in the field have shown that
damage to stiff low walls can be related to the story drift. Based on a

large variety of studies summarized in References C-4 and C-5, the story
drifts corresponding to shear failure of reinforced concrete shear walls
varied from 0.5X to 1.0Ã. In consideration of the wall configuration
and reinforcing steel, the effects of embedded steel columns, and the
influence of axial load, a median shear story drift at failure of 0.7X
was judged to be median centered for the turbine building shear walls at
lines 19 and 31. It was also assumed that the shear story drift has a

lognormal distribution. The turbine building median capacity was then
estimated based on this median story drift at failure.

C-12
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C.6.2 Median Ca acit and Variabilit

The median capacity and the variability of the turbine building were

estimated by using the shear story drift criteria in Section C.6. 1 and

the DRAIN nonlinear time history analysis results. As discussed in
Section C.5, three sets of 50 DRAIN runs were made at spectral
acceleration levels of 3, 4 and 6g in which both structure properties
and earthquake ground motion were varied. As a result, dispersion in
the structure response estimated from on these runs would represent a

composite variability including both uncertainties in structure
properties and randomness in the earthquake motion. From the two sets
of 25 DRAIN runs at 3g and 6g levels, dispersion in the response due to
earthquake randomness alone was estimated. The median capacity was

estimated from all five sets of DRAIN analyses. At high response

levels, DRAIN results indicated a significant shift in load from Wall 19

to Wall 31 such that at failure level, the lower story of Wall 31 was

found to be the controlling element. Therefore, evaluation of the
turbine building capacity was performed using the shear story drift of
the lower story of Wall 31.

At each of the specified input spectral acceleration levels, an averaged

probabi1 ity of fai lure of Wall 31 was evaluated by averaging the
probability of failure of each of the 50 Monte Carlo trials based on the
story drift. The probabil ity of fai lure for the 3g spectral
acceleration case is given below as an example.

At 0.7X story drift, the probability of failure of Wall 31 = 0.50
At 0.5X story drift, the probability of failure is estimated at
0.16.
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Thus, the composite logorithmic standard deviation

((8C) value) of the'story drift is estimated to be

(e ) == an (—). 0.34-1, 0.5
c 1.0 .0.7

Mith the lower story drift of Mall 31, a., computed in each
1

trial, the probability of failure can be found from the normal

probability table with the variable u, where

For story drifts less than 0.25K, it is judged that there is
essentially no probability of failure. The averaged probability
of failure of all 50 trials was found to be 11K for the 3g case.

In a similar fashion, the average probabilities of failure for input
ground motions at 4g and 6g spectral accelerations were found to be 34K

and 75K respectively. The table below sumnarizes the probabilities. of
failure at the three spectral acceleration levels considered in this
study

SA (g) PROBABILITY OF FAILURE

3 111

34K

75K

Gi ven these probabi 1 i ties of failure corresponding to di fferent
spectral accelerations, a composite fragility curve for Mall 31 of the
turbine bui 1 ding was def ined and expressed by a medi an spectral

V
acceleration capacity, SA and a composite variable, cc where cc is a
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lognormal random variable with unity median and logarithmic standard
deviation 8 given by:

2 2
C R U

The median spectral acceleration capacity and the composite logarithmic
standard deviation for this failure mode were found to be:

EA= 4 64g

gC
= 0.36

~The sR associated with the median capacity due to randomness in the
earthquake motion was evaluated using the DRAIN results from the 25 runs
in which only the ground motion was varied. Ho uncertainty in the
structure properties was involved in these runs since median properties
were used. Thus, g is equal to zero. The median story drift at
failure remains unchanged at 0.7%. Variability associated with this
median story drift includes both uncertainty and randomness. It was

estimated that the 0.5X story drift is at about 2.24s from the median
drift when only randomness was considered. Thus, (BR) in the story
drift was estimated to be 0.15.

Given the median story drift at failure and its logarithmic standard
deviation (aR) , the averaged probabilities of failure of Wall 31 at
different input levels accounting for randomness only were calculated as

shown below:

SA (g) PROBABILITY OF FAILURE

3. 1X

88K
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Based on - these data points . the. logarithmic standard deviation SR

associated with the median spectral acceleration ca acity of Wal,l 31:was

estimated to be 0.23. The BU was found to be 0.36 — 0.23 = 0.28.

It is to be noted that the eR and BU discussed above accounted for
both randomness and uncertainty associated with the various factors
considered in the fragility study such as strength, inelastic energy

absorption, spectral shape, damping, modeling and modal combination.

What were not included in the turbine building nonlinear analyses are

the effects of combination of earthquake components and soil-structure
interaction. For Wall 31, shear force due to ground motion in the
north-south direction is not expected to be significant. Consequently,

the median factor of safety on earthquake component combination

considered in thi's study is unity and a nominal value of 0.05 was

estimated for sR. The factor of safety on the soil-structure interaction
in consideration of the statistical incoherence from the ground motion

wave was found to be 1.03 based on the discussion in Section 3.3.3. The

coefficient of variation was found to be 0.05. Thus, the median

capacity of the turbine building controlled by the wall at line 31 and

its variability are:

Sn = 4.64 (1.03) = 4.88

SSI effect

2 2
ek = (0.23 + 0.05 ) = 0.24

Earthquake components combination

I/2
eu

= (0.28 + 0.05 ) = 0.28
SSI effect
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Table C-1. Turbine Building Nonlinear Model Nodal Coordinates

NODE NO. X-COORDINATE
(FT)

Y-COORDINATE
(FT)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8*

9*

10

11

12

13**

14**

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

0.

.19

19.19

19.38

38.38

38.55

55.55

55.55

55.55

189.16

189.16

189.16

322.77

322.77

244.16

322.77

343.77

343.98

355.98

356.10

378.10

378.32

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

49.42

-49.42

49.42

-49.42

0.

49.42

-49.42

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

* Sl aved to Node 7

** Slaved to Node 16
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Table C-2. Nodal Masses of Turbine Building Nonlinear Model

NODAL NO. WEIGHT (KIPS) COMMENT

1,573 WALL 19 AND FLOOR AT EL 104

832 WALL 19 AHD FLOOR AT EL 123

4,219 WALL 19 AHD OPERATING FLOOR*

10 2,250 OPERATING FLOOR*

2,250 OPERATING FLOOR*

12 25,000 TURB IHE PEDESTAL*

16 6,331 WALL 31 AHD OPERATING FLOOR*

18 2,130 WALL 31 AND FLOOR AT EL 119

20 2,460 WALL 31 AND FLOOR AT EL 107

*Reference C-1

C-18
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Table C-3. Effective Shear and Flexural Stiffness
of Shear Walls

1

CONCRETE

SHEAR MALL

EFFECTIVE SHEAR

STIFFNESS (KIPS/FT)

EFFECTIVE FLEXURAL

STIFFNESS (KIPS/FT)

WALL 19

EL 140 - EL 123

EL 123 - EL 104

EL 104 - EL 85

1.14 X 10

1.22 X 106

2.25 X 10

6.13 X 107

7.55 X 107

5.05 X 107

WALL 31

EL 140 - EL 119

EL 119 - EL 107

EL 107 - EL 85

1.71 X 106

3.10 X 106

1.60 X 106

24.2 X 10

99 X 107

16 X 107

C-19
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Table C-4. Yield Shear Forces (V>) of Shear Mall Elements

CONCRETE

SHEAR WALL INELASTIC SHEAR

ELEMENT

ELEMENT WITH FLEXURAL

STIFFNESS ONLY

YIELO SHEAR FORCE (KIPS)

MAI L 19

EL 140 - EL 123 10600 13690

EL 123 - EL 104 11020 11220

EL 104 - EL 85 9230 14120

WALL 31

EL 140 - EL 119 13230 30690

EL 119 - EL 107 17050 24770

EL 107 - EL 85 14890 22290

C-20
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Table C-5. Variables of Model Structure Properties

TRIAL
NO.

SYSTEM

DAMPING

VALUE SHEAR WALLS

STIFFNESS FACTOR

OPERATING
FLOOR

TURBINE
PEDESTAL

SHEAR WALLS

STRENGTH FACTOR

OPERATING
FLOOR

TURBINE
PEDESTAL

I
2
3

5
6
7
8
9

Loll
12
13
14
15
16ll
La
19
Zo
21
ZZ
Z3
Zh
Z5
ze
27
28
Z9
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

43

45
he
47
48
4V
)0

.oeol
~ U793
~ li)5
~ 1009
~ 1023
~ 0552
~ 0555
~ 0568
~ 0654
~ 0698
~ 0/Vh
~ 1493
~ 05 IZ
~ 09Z 7
~ 1123
~ 06)Z
~ Io) 3
~ 0609
.Love
~ IO Ih
~ 0596
~ 0760
~ 1369
~ 0531
~ IZ40
~ VIIZ
~ 1136
F 0910
~ 0496
~ 0486
~ 0538
~ IOV9
~ 0949
~ 0365
~ 1507
~ 0334
~ 0523
~ 03)7
~ 0603
~ V7)3
~ 063/
~ 03'Vl
~ 1107
~ 1150
~ 11hZ
~ I 162
~ 0783
~ 0538
~ 04U3
.Uele

~ 9343
leobo/

~ 927)
1 ~ 0914
2 ~ 13 1 l
3 '935I ~ 0)04

~ 99 74
le))48
I ~ LZ)4

~ ho34
I ~ 43Z I

~ 6004
I ~ 5996

.heaz
1 ~ 213/I ~ 1349
2el39)
I ~ ZbohI ~ 6790

.ez 7)
1 ~ 0596
3 ~ )920
I ~ 0'l9 7
L.ouar

~ )b)3
1 ~ 3bha

~ 6/96
Z ~ 2296

~ 9323
F 4250

I ~ 1350
~ 5769

lelZ43
I ~ 6397.

~ SZ74
~ btzZ
.e)65I ~ 0)ol
~ 9401

leZ590
~ 5 llZI ~ 1182

Z ~ 613)
3 '18)

~ SZZI
I ~ 04 8)
I ~ 3066

~ 651U
~ 344)

~ 5421
~ v8 39

1.0205
I ~ /OU3
Le51)5

~ 65 /5
1.1515
I ~ )))0

~ 51U4
le 38/6
1'.La I r
le3365I ~ 3258

~ 9ZV3
lou/a ~

I ~ 0849
1. /e)1

~ 9) 58
leb3'96

~ SZ4Z
~ l439

I ~ 08)5
~ 55ba
~ V291
~ 9222
~ 8310
~ 5680I~ 1320

le5930
3 ~ /lb 5

~ )5U2
~ )953

Ze0427
I ~ Volo
3e7699

F 9919
le4331I~ 45)S
I ~ 28)8I ~ 7601

~ 8)5Z
~ 5199I~ 3084
~ ae49

le)657
iel102
3ebl'93

~ 6ZZbI ~ Z l)9
~ 41)5

I F 449)
:eelv
~ 4355
~ 7945

1 ~ ZZ45
I ~ 3189:)vrl
I ~ 057 I'

538)
2 '/3L

~ 43'5 6
I ~ 324)
I ~ 0598
2 '/O'I

F 6464
I ~ IU87
2 ~ 0597

~ 554)
2 '24L
2 ~ 5171

~ 6320
~ 5099

I ~ 3)99
F 6403

I ~ 8344
~ 86UI
~ 6205

1 ~ 4)13I ~ I /04
2 '605
Z ~ 0225
2 '905

~ 9V61
~ 757)

le 429L
~ 5106
~ 9317

I ~ 405 1
I ~ Z'/9Z
I col IZ

~ 5481
~ 9413
ah)53

1 ~ 0102
~ 890)
~ 7)ai
~ 951Z
~ 534 1
.5473
~ S854

I F 1481
I ~ U73Z

~ V69Z
~ 5729

1 ~ 40b9
.celaI ~ 0734

I ~ 2396
I ~ 300/
I ~ 4946

~ /V)3
~ 9122
~ 7238
~ 9210
~ 5952
~ lhl9
~ bhle

I ~ 0878I .Leez
~ 59hZ
~ 5245
~ 5584

1 ~ 2019
I ~ )ZZ0

~ 6911
leU071I ~ 3Z ll

~ '/571
I ~ 0630
le4893
I ~ L503

~ 57/2
~ lIVI

1 ~ )064
~ Vlbl
~ 9336
~ 9 l)3
~ 94bZ

1 ~ 0741
~ /298
~ 8555
~ )133
~ 987S
~ 76hZ

I ~ I /15
~ 5490

I ~ U 399
~ 85Z6I ~ 15)Z

I ~ l008

~ 9319

1 ~ 8588I ~ 2 /34
I ~ 1721
I ~ 3245

~ 7686
~ 7L81

le2217
~ 8750

1. ounb
L.O389

~ 8ZZV
1 F 3397

~ 6652I F 4439
I ~ I/15

~ 8770
L.e45z

~ 8675
~ l250

1 'IZ8
F 9804
~ 54SO
~ hzob
~ 8)bl
~ 772b

I ~ 0lh l
I ~ 1235

~ 6491
.ehPe
~ 8909

1 '164
~ 7779

1 ~ 0/73
L.oZe/

~ 83ZZ
le05')b

~ 6'953.rzbi
~ 72 35
~ 8563

1 '935
I ~ 1532
.Pveu

L.eu)4
I e 261 l
I ~ 0049
I ~ 055b
1 ~ 1917

I ~ 1148
I ~ 245 ~

I ~ 0005
I ~ VZSZ
I F 1336
I ~ 46/0
I ~ 47/3

~ /03Z
le5525

~ /939
lelbZ3
I ~ )hur
I ~ 1958
1.3zha

.Szae
F 5299
~ 9 1/7
~ 9039

I e 1995
1.003Z

~ lhZ3
Ieu7)6
I el33Z
leu474
le VPL I

~ 54V9I ~ 3637
~ l0) 8I ~ 3bu9

leb148
~ 971Z
:e)11
~ 6773

le0995
leZZ/5

~ 6908
I 2863
I~ ')023

~ 81)9I~ 5294
~ 8 /93

I ~ 2748
le 1353

~ Vboa
~ 9420
~ /599
~ 54)z
~ VZ62

1oZO/2
I ~ 2 Lb5

Ch

I
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Table C-6. Elastic Modal Properties of the Turbine Building
Model with Median Structure Properties

MODE NATURAL FREQUENCY (HZ) REMARKS

3.1 TURBINE PEDESTAL

4.0

8.6

OPERATING FLOOR

WALL AT LINE 31

9.5 WALL AT LINE 19

C-22
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Y(EAST)

WALL 19
OPERATING FLOOR

WALL 31

10 13

02, 03e

DIS @5
Qz

lZ

TURBINE

PEDESTAL

I
12 0115 16 1704 1905 i 21 6 22~ x

i 18+ 20 I+/
~DETAIL A

14

OPERATING FLOOR

Qi
— INELASTIC SHEAR ELEMENTS (SHEAR DEFORMATION ONLY)

Qi —FLEXURAL BEAM ELEMENT (FLEXURAL DEFORMATION "NLY)

17

18

19

20

FLOXURAL
STIFFNESS
ONLY

INELASTIC
SHEAR

ELEMENT

Ql
—OPERATING FLOOR ELEMENT

Oi -TURBINE PEDESTAL

Cij —GAP ELEMENT

DETAIL A

Figure C -1, Diablo Canyon Turbine Building DRAIN-2D Model
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WALL19
WALL 31

TURBINE PEDESTAL

Figure C-2. Schematic Illustration of Turbine Building
Nonlinear Model
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(I'IPS)
250

20

-. 02

Y
1

RAD

-1 00

-150

-200
I I [

SHEAR FORCE-SHEAR DISTORTION DIAGRAM FOR STRUCTURAL
CONCRETE WALL TEST (WANG, BERTERO, POPOV; 1975)

Figure C-3. Cyclic Load-Deflection Behavior of Concrete
Shear Walls
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Model Rules

Seismic Excitation

(b) Structure Model (c) Shear Deformation Hysteretic Behavior

Figure C-4. Shear Wall Structure Model and Corresponding
Hysteretic Deformation Behavior
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sK

I

I

I

I

I

K = EFFECTIVE SHEAR STIFFNESS

I

I

I

I

I

I

SHEAR DEFORMATION

Figure C-5. Primary Loading Curve For DRAIN Inelastic Shear
Element
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REFERENCE'-1

———DRAIN INPUT

6000 HINGE NEAR

~HIDSPAN

o 4ppp

2420

2000

HINGE AT
LINE 31

K = 7042 K/FT

K = 5.03 x 10 K/FT

4

I
I
I
I -2000

-2420

DEFORMATION (INCHES)

-4000

HINGE AT
HINGE NEAR LINE 31

NIDSPAN

-6000

Figure C-6. Force-Deformation Curve of the Beam-Like Portion
of the Operating Diaphragm at the Midsoan
.(Reference C-1)
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(K)

80,000
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60,000
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1
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/
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/ ~ELASTO-PERFECTLY PLASTIC APPROXIIIATION

/
/

K ~ 2.88 x 10 K/FT
/

/
/

10 DISPLACEMENT ( IN)
AT TOP OF MODEL

Figure C-7. Shear-Deformation Curve of the Turbine Pedestal
(Reference C-1)
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Figure C-8. Gap Element Force-Deformation Curve
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Figure C-9. Comparison of 5X Damped Ground Response Spectra of
Scaled Earthquake Time History (Scale Factor = 2.288)
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Figure C-10. Comparison of 5X Damped Ground Response Spectra of Scaled
Earthquake Time History (Scale Factor = 1.584)
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Introduction

The question of correlation between equipment fai lures has important
ramifications on estimating system fragility frequencies, at least for
dominant equipment items. In a "deterministic" computational procedure

(i.e., one which ignores the uncertainty, p, on frequency of occurrence

of a given ground acceleration, and the uncertainty, q, on the fragility
frequencies, f(cia), for each component), it has been suggested

(Kennedy, 1980) that for a system composed of components in parallel the
I

fragility frequency f(s)a) be estimated by:

f(saba) < min f(cia)
cc s

where: f(cia) is the component fragility for an item contained in the

system s

and that for a chain of components in series the fragility frequency be

given by:

f(s ) a) < 1 - n [1-f(c ) a) }
Ct S

(2)

These equations are, however, valid only for dependent (.i.e., highly
correl ated) cases of component fai lure. For independent cases of
component failure, the respective governing equations become:

series: f(s ) a) = a [1-f(c i a) jcc s
(3)

parallel: f(saba) = a f(cia)ccs (4)

0-2
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Thus, for a series system a high degree of correlation between component

failures reduces the system fragility [f(s)a)}. However, for a parallel
series system, dependency between component failures results in an upper

bound on system failure frequencies.

For different modes of failure in a given structure, or in similar
structures, some degree of correlation between modes is expected. For

instance, if the capacity of the lateral force resisting system (i.e.,
the shear walls) is actually higher or lower than the value used in the
analysis, the acceleration capacities of all failure modes (including
different structures) governed by the shear walls would be expected to
be proportionately higher or lower. The actual capacity of the force
resisting system may be different from that used in the evaluation due

to differences in strength or modeling assumptions.

These effects are, of course, included in the variabilities associated
with each mode of failure for a given structure or component. However,

different degrees of correlation may exist from mode-to-mode. For

instance, for a given structure with given concrete and reinforcing
steel strengths, the variability on strength from mode-to-mode may be

strongly correlated, while different modeling assumptions may result in
little correlation for different failure modes.

This appendix presents the results of a correlation analysis performed

on the response of components in a structural system subject to
earthquake induced ground motion. The data base on elastic response

used in this appendix was generated from the separation of variables
check (Appendix B). The reader is referred to that appendix for a more

thorough explanation of the structural system, the Honte Carlo

simulation, and the reduction of the data.

D-3
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Correlation Anal sis

For random variables, say X and Y, the degree of linear
interrelationship between the variates X and Y is measured by the
covariance; that is,

COV (X, Y) = E[(X -yX) (Y — yY)]

= E(XY) - E(X) E(Y)

In most cases the normalized covariance, or the correlation coefficient
is used in expressing the relationship between variates:

COV X Y

'X 'Y (2)

The values of p range between -1 and +1; that is,

The physical significance of the correlation coefficient can be inferred
from Equations 1 and 2. If p is near unity and positive the values of X

and Y tend to be both large or small relative to their respective means,
whereas if p is near unity and negative, the values of X tend to be

large when the values of Y are small, and vice versa, relative to their
respective means. If p is small, or zero, there is little or no linear
relationship between the values of X and Y.

With the response data generated in the Monte-Carlo simulation completed
in the Separation of Variables study (Appendix B) it is possible to
quantify the degree of correlation between the response of items of
different frequencies subjected to earthquake motion located within the
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same structure. A high degree of correlation would indicate a

dependency between failure modes of these items —provided the strength
characteristics are similar. The correlation coefficients were computed

between the following items:

1. Response between items of a different frequency located at
the same elevation.

2. Response between items of a different frequency located on

different elevations.

3. Response between items of the same frequency located on

different floor elevations.

Results

The correlation coefficients as calculated are presented in Table l.
From this, it can be observed that there is a high degree of correlation
between items of similar natural frequencies located on different floor
elevations, However, this correlation decreases as one moves off of the
amplified acceleration range (increasing frequencies above 14 hz).

The pragmatic results from this correlation analysis are obvious. For

failure modes with little contribution to risk, consideration of.

correlation between modes is probably unimportant. However,

consideration should be given to correlation between controlling
seismically-induced failure modes for equipment items with similar
frequencies in the same structure. Since the fundamental frequencies of
the civil structures are quite widely separated, it is expected that the
correlation between equipment items located in different structures will
be low, even for equipment items with similar frequencies. The obvious
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exception is equipment items with similar frequencies located on the
base slabs of different structures since they will see similar input
motions (neglecting SSI).

The effect of correlation on a system's failure frequency is, again,
dependent on the type of system (series, parallel), see Equation 1-4.

For a series system, correlation will increase the system's reliability,
however, for a parallel system correlation will decrease the system'.s

reliability.

For example, in a piping system responding wherein most components are

responding at the same natural frequency (that of the system) the failure
of any given pipe section is strongly correlated with the failure of any

other section. Thus for a system composed of 1000 segments each with a

probability of failure of .001 the system probability of failure is .001

for perfect correlation, whereas the system probability of failure is
1000 x .001 = 1 for no correlation (stat isti cal independence) .

Consideration of some degree of correlation would. put the system

probability of failure somewhere between .001 and 1.
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Table 1. Correlation Coefficients Between Component Response

RESPONSE Rl 5 R1 8 R1,14 R1 24 R2 5 R2,8 R2,14 R2 24

R1 5 1.0 0.25 -0.02 0.04 0.91 0.30 -0.03 0.32

R1 8 1.0 0.06 0.07 0.13 0.88 0. 16 0.35

1.0 0.31 -0. 01 0.02 0.87 0.31

R1,24

~ ~

1.0 -0.08 0.11 0.21 0.57

R2 5
SYHMETRIC

1.0 0.26 -0.06 0.38

R2 8
1.0 0.11 0.42

R2,14
1.0 0.38

R2,24
1.0

Where Ri ~
response of "j" hz oscillator at floor "i".

Floor 1 = 100'levation
Floor 2 140'levation
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